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U.S. Headquarters
Pounded By North
Vietnamese Rockets

Two Car Collision
Occurs Here Friday
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thinkability.
tests carried out by the Medical past few days and less than south of-the Demilitarized zone
on Drug Education.
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By United Press International state 56 and Interstate 80 in
of young people there with their
Bob Evans, well known the Embassies" exhibit
Spring seemed more than one northwest Indiana Friday.
No Paducah artist, is primarily self- sponsored abroad* the U. S.
mind on their business.
Tornado-like winds stormed
day away this morning when a
goody-goodies, just good, clean, taught, but has studied in- Department. of State, and was
powerful snowstorm dumped up through parts of Indiana,
ambitious young people who will dependently under other artists appointed to serve on the Kento 12 inches of snow in the East shattering glass and causing
go far. They make the hippie, ard instructors. He conducts tucky Arts Commission by the
after leaving the Midwest with heavy property damage around
yippie rebels look like pikers. free-lance
classes Governor of Kentucky'. He is also
art
power and utility shortages, Lafayette, Muncie, and Marion.
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They know what the world is in Western Kentucky and a member of the Board of
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Sinclair's salary' was paid Sinclair said he felt his service
moved chburg, Va., Friday' afternoon.
places in this great land of ours. professional juried exhibitions at member of the Tennesee Art Ken Sinclair, son of Mr. and
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Of course they might gripe some the Evansville (Ind.) Museum of League, Nashville,, Tenn.,northeastward
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the-PeTuvian government did not worthwhile and he thought he
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for
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with the Peace Corps serving in pay
condition,..who doesn't.
Museum, Louisville, Ky., Brooks Ky., J. B. Speed Art Museum, the city of Cajamarca. Peru, in vices. His teaching was entirely monthhs service in Peru than he eastern part of New York under Coast states including the
eight to 12 inches of snow late Florida panhandle and southern
Memorial Art Gallery, Memphis Louisville, Ky., and Kentucky South America.
in the Spanish language. He said could have gained in any other
Friday night.
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experience
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Tenn., The Parthenon, Nashville, Guild of Artists and Craftsmen.
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by
way'.
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well
was
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The big point is, they are Tenn., Carver Community Center
Members are to bring the
Sinclair was a teacher of people of the school and city.
living in another culture of An additional 2.1 inches at nation had fair skies and mild
working to prepare themselves Evansville, hid., and Motorola following materials for the biology in a Girls Teachers
The Murray. man said the society and learning about the Syracuse, N.Y., set a record temperatures but a winter
for places of importance and National Exhibition, Chicago Ill. workshop: oil paints or acrylics, College or Normal School in the
asked about the American customs and people were very yearly total of 147.3 inches, weather watch was posted for
people
That's where Evans
responsibility.
tonight in sections of Montaaa.
has participated in 3 canvas boards 18 x24 or larger, city located in the northern part customs, but really accepted him rewarding.
topping the old record of 146.8
changes can be made,. not in the other exhibits at the University of large brushes I 3-4 and 1 inc.) and of the country of Peru. The city of
Ken is a graduate of Murray
teaching
while
own
their
of
one
as
inches.
street carrying signs with four Kentucky Art Gallery, Krannert a stand-up easel.
College High School and received Four inches of new snow fell
about 40,000 population is there.
letter words on them.
Hotesses for the afternoon will situated in the Andes Mountains,
Fine Arts Building, Evansville,
his Bachelor of Arts degree from at Albany, N.Y., in six hours,
Agricultural Area
be Marie Holton and Betty Scott. located east of the coastal city of
Murray State University in giving the area a 100-inch total
Cajamarca is in an January' 1968. His major field of
Chiclayo.
of
city
The
for the season and the second
Our congratulations to the
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agricultural area and there is no study was biology.
for
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applied
highest accumulation on record.
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members of the Calloway County
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with
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in
regret
position
never
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High FTA.
"Satchmo" Armstrong's condiwas a large eight months with the Peace posted for northern Maine and Funeral services for Stevan
Peace Corps in 1967, and was one time there
that you assumed responsibility
tion improved slightly Friday,
but it had Corps, Sinclair traveled ex- New Hampshire.
company,
Wayne Barclay, age fourtee*,
mining
while in high school. Habits are
The Calloway County Council according to a spokesman at accepted in1968-.--Ele had his three
in the tensively' throughout the country
people
The
down.
will be held Sunday' at two p.m.at
Wisconmade early, good habits as well on Drug Education will meet Beth Israel Hospital where the months training in Puerto Rico closed
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going
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before
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as bad, and doing
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stores
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While in training, Sinclair
school is a good way to start life. the Conference room of the being treated for a heart
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of the largest Murray.
studied the Spanish: language,' said it was one
Murray -Calloway County ailment.
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planned
he
country'.
said
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the
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used in the country of Peru, and dairy
Milwaukee were closed Friday. Phillipine Clapp, James EdHospital.
"But he's still in intensive
Rainfall is plentiful in this part of enter graduate school a
All interested citizens are care, and that's not so good," also had an area study of the Peru and not dry' as in the Lima complete his Master's degree ir Wet and heavy' sriciw snapped wards, Dale Miller, Robert
country including the customs
urged to attend.
the spokesman said.
rainfall is Spanish. He said he plans to teact power tines, causing outages Barclay, and Bobby Whitford.
along with technical studies. He section where the
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Armstrong, 70, was reported
year. He Spanish later either on the high around Milwaukee.
per
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Burial will be in the Highland
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In De Kalb, fll., 17 Chicago Park Cemetery, Mayfield, with
s were school or junior college level.
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at
the
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in
ticing teaching
high school students were the arrangements by the Byrn
Baptist Church, located one mile plans for the high school was admitted to_the hospital high school in Ponce, Puerto enjoyed in the city, but the
injured when a bus overturned Funeral Home, Mayfield, where
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country
Rico.
on slipper Illinois 30. At least 20 friends may call.
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Now You Know
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United
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THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

THE LEDGER 6i. TIMES

Kentucky Farmers Concerned
About Corn Seed Situation

SATURDAY—MARCH 20, 1971

The Almanac
By United Press International
11644111141011411111aseallellaNes
Today is Saturday, March 20,
PUBLISHED BY THE LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COM•
the 79th day of 1971.
PA NY , Inc., 103 N. 4th St., Murray, Kentucky 42071, Phone 753 1916
March 17, 1971 Dear Editor:
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
The moon is between its last
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
ADULTS 104
quarter and new phase.
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best interest
I, as many others, have thus
NURSERY
6
The morning stars are Venus,
of our readers
far preferred to refrain from
NEWBORN ADMISSION
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES WALLACE WITMER CO., 1509
Mars and Jupiter.
LEXINGT
ON,
KY.
-As
planMadison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.:
entering so emotion charged an
County White, or Reid's Yellow cytoplasm in the seed.
Baby Boy Mitchuson (Mrs. The evening stars are MercuStephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich
issue as the wet-dry debate ting time grows nearer, Ken- Dent, and others.
Evans suggested that farmers Wanda Jane Mitchuson t, Rt. 1, ry and Saturn.
Entered daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission
currently raging in Murray. tucky farmers are becoming -Farmers should be certain thinking about buying crib corn Hardin, Baby Boy Garrett (Mrs.
as Second Class Matter
Those born on this day are
Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray, S.35 per week, 21.52 per However, some thoughts hays more and more anxious over the they know who they're buying
first determine the variety-"if Theresa Jane Garrett), Box 3-A. under the sign of Pisces.
month
By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties 55 50 per year;
availabilit
seed
of
y
corn resistant their seed from," Evans
occurred to me which I feel neet
Zones 1 & 2, $13 per year, Elsewhere $16 per year All service subwe know the variety, we might be Maddox Trailer Ct. murray, On this day in history:
to the Southern Corn Leaf Blight. cautioned. He noted that some
scriptions, $8 per year
voicing.
able
to determine the type of Baby Boy Knostman ( Mrs. In 1852 Harriet Beecher
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
The disease which struck farmers may have crib corn for
The arguments against selling
Fay
Knostman), Stowe's book about slavery,
cytoplasm in the seed„' he ex- Glenda
is the integrity of its Newspaper
Kentucky
cornfields
knowr
year
last
is sale--and that this second plained. Farmers should contact Holiday inn, Mayfield.
liquor in Murray are well
"Uncle Tom's Cabin," was
but let us examine some of them. expected to return again this 4eneration corn may prove their local county Extension
DISMISSALS
published for the first time.
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season, and according to J. quite adequate, provided farmers
Agent, or the Department of Washington Erwin, Rt. 1, In 1951 Argentine dictator
Kenneth Evans, agronomist for know the variety of the corn in
Agronomy at UK for any further Kirksey, Miss Belinda Kay Juan Peron seized control of
1. The only people who want the University of Kentucky the crib, and the type of information.
Compton, Rt. 1, Dover tenn., the opposition newspaper "La
liquor in Murray are those who College of Agriculture, seed corn
John Hermon Trotter, 313 N. 6th, Prensa."
with
the
100
percent
LEDGER•TIMES FILL
blightdrink, those who stand to profit
Murray, Carlton Mason Outland, In 1963 a volcano on the
from the sale of liquor, and those resistant Normal cytoplasm is
1809 College Farm Rd., Murray, island of Bali in the East
Indies
who feel that the sale of liquor "pretty scarce."
Mrs. Peggy Ann Jones, Rt. 3, began
erupting,
with
the
In fact, according to the U. S
Othel Tucker of Kirksey Route One, age 74, and Mrs. Cora C. will increase the city's revenue.
Murray, Mrs. Mary Burkeen, Rt. eventual death toll going
over
Langston of Murray,age 89, are the deaths reported.
The first category is self evident. Department of Agriculture.
3, Murray, Will Smith, Rt, 7 Box 1,000.
Unknown vandals rendered the Hazel School buses inoperable Those who drink would like to be supplies of seed corn eonsisting of
62,Murray, Mrs. Joel Ann
In 1968 Israel launched heavy
over the past weekend.
able to purchase alcohol without a blend of Normal cytoplasm and,
Whitlock, Box 484, Murray, Obie attacks upon terrorist bases in
Edward Craig Morris, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wybert Morris, is driving forty or fifty miles to do the blight-susceptible Texas Male
•••
Mitchuson, Dexter, Mrs. SunCha Arab Jordan.
among thirty-nine new members of of Phi Beta Kappa to be so. This category includes those Sterile cytoplasm is also getting
Story and Baby Boy, Rt. 2, Cadix,
FORT CARSON, Colo.
initiated into the Tennessee Alpha chapter at Vanderbilt of us whose drinking consists scarce.
issued in error. This, I'm Mrs. Marlene Heisler and Baby
University, Nashville, Tenn.
mainly of a glass of wine with "Kentucky farmers who (ANF)—When you have
afraid, would have been im- Boy, 607 Medow Lane, Murray, A thought for today: British
novelist William Thackery said,
"Original Hats From Household Items" was the theme of the dinner, or a beer on a hot af- haven't purchased their sited children of your own, one of
possible because I feel I got Albert Cassity, Rt. 1,Murray, "Tis strange
what a man can
program presented at the meeting of the Home Department of the ternoon, as well as those who corn yet should take extra the most difficult things
what I deserved at the thst_..4rs. Dessie Anna Shekell, 207 do, and woman
yet think
precautions when they do buy," you'll have to do is answer
Murray Woman's Club.
misuse alcohol.
Or I could apply for a viaivei
oplar, Murray, Mrs. Lucy E. an angel."
your five-year-old's question,
As to the second category- Evans suggested.
to re-enter the service to Furguson, New Concord, Ivan
think about it.
How many "Farmers should read the tag "Daddy, why did you get
earn an honorable dis- Reed Outland, 509 S. 13th,
"servants of Mammon" stand to on the seed bag-and be sure they kicked out of the Army?"
charge."
Mayfield, Mrs. Gussie Houston FEDERAL AUTO FLEET
4-Cillsoixt-C
alaties
WASIIINGTONix °fit fl tnii -the -sale of liquor? know -whet-it meansel--he-ssui
UNI—The
1-ft.
2, Murray.
Few waivers are granted,
General Services AdministraThe retail package, and ten retail "All companies have agreed to er says, and he should know.
but
Specialist
Groover
was
tion said today it cost more
drirk licences, plus an un- label their seed showing the type Eleven years ago Groover
LUKAS. 46 TUN= ens
lucky. "When the waiver
than $368 million during fiscal
dertermine number of malt of cytoplasm, or if the seed is a joined the Army at age 18.
•
came through, I grabbed it March 16, 1971
ADULTS 105
1970 to operate the federal
beverage licenses-let's be blend, the percentages of Normal
and came back in." 4
NURSERY 6
government's domestic
and
Deaths reported are Mrs. Azzie Ezell, age 79, at her home at generous and say thirty. This and Texas cytoplasm in the seed.
GrooPer's attitude
foreign fleet of motor vehicles.
NEWBORN ADMISSION
has
Goldwater, and N. Wallace Oliver of Mansfield, Term., formerly makes a grand total of fifty Second generation seed corn tags
changed from one of antag- Baby Boy Crain (Mrs. Latha Ann
In a published report the GSA
businesses I although it has been also show the type of cytoplasm
of Calloway County.
onism toward the Army to Crain). Rt. 3, Pury:ear, Tenn,
said this averaged out to a cost
present-and
the
percentage
Murray
could
pointed
not
that
out
of
its
Births reported include a son to Mr. and Mrs. Buel E. Stalls or
one of gratitude — gratitude
of 12.774 cents per mile for the
DISMISSALS
March 11 anG a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Leon T. Smith on March 17. support even half that many) cytoplasm,if the seed is a blend.'•
that he has been given the Miss Mary Beth Robertson,
1711 more than 2.88 billion miles
Miss Pamela Garland was honored with a party in celebratior which could profit from the sale Evans listed the following
chance ,t,o _earn an honorable Main. Murray, Mra. Bertha driven.
of liquor. I think we can discount priorities farmers should follow
of her fourth birthday given by her mother, Mrs. Eurie Garland
discharge.
Pearl Rowlett, 728 Nash Dr.,
when
buying
corn
seed:
seekers
in an issue
Jerry Dent was elected president of the Young Adult Fellowshir the profit
Specialist Groover, who Murray, James Kenneth Burton,
-The first choice, naturally, is
Group of the First Methodist Church at the spaghetti supper helc which obviously concerns s
has been assigned to special Rt. 6, Murray, James H. Elliott,
seed containing 100 per cent
CAN YOU
many citizens of Murray.
at the Student Center.
duty as operations manager Rt, 6, Murray, Ray Jourden, Rt,
The third category-those who Normal cytoplasm.
SING,
DANCE, OR
for the Fort Carson Flying 1, Murray, Mrs. Stephanie Ann
!eel more revenue would be be -The second, a blend of Normal
Club, now takes time to Rose & Baby Boy, 605 Vine,
orought' in-has been nicely• and Texas cytoplasm, and the
PLAYA
JAUSICAL
-Walt fa Carson soldiers dui:- Murray, Mrs. Pamela Woods di
xiuntered by observing that, higher the percentage of Normal
"When I enlisted I was a
IN
•in* command information Baby Girl, Kirksey, Mrs.
oecause of revenue sharing, cytoplasm, the better.
shining example of a kid too
time on the straight facts Wanda Suiten and Baby Boy,
Murray could gain no tax -If neither of the first alterAre you between
smart for his on good,.,"
about discharges.
New Concord, Rodney Stallons,
revenue from alcohol sales. natives is available, farmers
the
ages
of 6 and 106?
1810 Sha-Wa Circle, Murray, Mrs.
True, but the cost of liquor is not may turn to f-2 or Second After seven months he was
Deaths reported are Miss Wanda Fuzzell, age 15, due to a
all taxes, and the sale of alcohol generation seed (seed produced bounced out with an undeHe plans to return to civ- Flossie Andrus, Rt. 1, Far- Then we are looking for
perforated appendix, William Delmus Morris, age 33, elecwould keep more money at home, from adapted, double crass, 100 sirable discharge.
ilian life when his three-year mington, Hohn D. Warren, 504 S
trocuted when attemptineto remove an electric power line from a
"When I enlisted I was a
percent Normal cytoplasm
enlistment is completed: "I'd 8th, Murray, Wilbur Copeland, you to enter the very
chimney of a house, George R. SavelLs, age 81, and W. A. that is, circulating in the local hybrids.
shining example of a kid -too
economy, rather than boosting
like to get on a major air- Rt. 7, Mayfield, Mrs. Rema Cole
first
Paschall. age 87
(From Cony. Div.),
line."
-The fourth choice farmers smart for his own good,"
Paducah's economy.
Thus
Fourth Monday has been proclaimed "Mule Day" in Murray by
says Groover. "I was sufferMurray
have
is
Would,
the
purchase
in
the
of
long
open
run,
Mayor George Hart. Over 1150.00 in prizes will be given.
Murray-Calloway
But whatever he does, it
gain considerably from loca pollinated varieties, such as ing from an almost complete
Thousands of men and youths crowded postoffices in West
will
'with
be
lack
knowledge
the
self-discip
of
line."
sales of alcohol.
Tennessee Red Cob. Boone
COUNTY
Kentucky and Tennessee last Saturday in an effort to gain apthat he has done what ne
2. Drunken drivers would run
Today, Sp4 Groover has
plications blanks for the TVA Reservoir Clearance Project
could- to wipe a bad mark
rampant. There are several
.7ained that selfrdiscipline.
Talent Show
starting April 1.
from his record. And when
ramifications to this argument.
After being booted out of
Hazel High School's basektball team with a 22-2 record was one
five-year
his
asks
old
him
First, there seems to be no lack of
the Army, Specialist Groover
Please call 753-6987
of eight teams in Kentucky considered for the Southern High
about his Army service, the
was a mechanic for six
drunken drivers in Murray now,
School Tournament at Durham, N. C. Lowry Rains is coach and
story will have a happy endbefore 5:30 p.m. or
years. Then he took flying
players are Joe Baker Littleton, Cy Miller, Waters, "Red" if liquor were sold locally
ing.
lessons. Then he applied for
perhaps at least some of these
Scruggs, Johnny Owen, Hugh Alton, Moore, and Grogan.
436-2201 after 5:30
people could wait until they
NEW YORK UPI(—With the a job in aviation.
Almo lost to Bardwell 33 to 30 in their first game of the Regional
reached home to drink. But Dow industrial average probing
"I have letters from alTournament. Hardin won in another regional and will play in the
underlying this argument is the the 900
mark, "technico- most every airline saying
state basketball tournament.
fact that the home crime is not numerologists and others of that they couldn't consider
drinking, but driving while limited imagination, whom pre- me any further because of
4,71%)CAM( alitigatilIi
drinking. This crime should be judice shields from recognizing my military record," said the
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
US 644 500114
punished to the full extent of the that the 'game' has long since Torrance, CaliT., native.
law. Time after time the local shifted from the blue chips to
753-6333
The hard fact finally hit
papers report-DWI. amended to speculative issues, are free to
Cadmus from 2:00
reckless driving." If a hard line assume an attitude of relative Specialist Groover. He was
Include your ear, and come unto me:hear. and your soul shall
not going to be able to get
were taken with drunken drivers unconcern," Hoppin, Watson
Robert
HIS CUP OF DDT
& where he wanted to go as
live; and I will make an everlasting covenant with you.—Isaiah
Loibl, 60, holds capsules of
(Whether Murray goes wet or Co. says. The company says
IheYritne(if
a long as that undesirable dis55:3.
DDT he and his wife are
not) fewer lives would be lost, as feeling of complacency is being
Tune in on God's wave length and you can have life with a
hanging
was
over his
taking — 10 milligrams
has been proven wherever this engendered by statements such charge
capital "I."
daily—for a month or longbeen done.
as "the all time high of 1966 is head. But what to do about
* ALSO*
er to prove "it is not dead3. Legalization of alcohol would still a hundred points away"
it!
ly" and "should never be
cause more alcoholics. This is and that the bottom of the
last
The specialist, who will be
banned." He heads a pest
not the case. An alcoholic will reaction (860) is still close.
"In 30 years old soon, appealed
exterminator firm in North
find liquor whether it is legal or short, conditions are ideal
for
his undesirable discharge to
Hollywood, Calif.
AND THE SUNDANCE KID
not!- Further, the legalization of the incubation of broad -based
the Army Discharge Review
alcohol would not cause more speculative enthusiasm,"
the
Board.
by Carl Riblet Jr
AMIl,leftaITISMVA
alcoholics because this is a company believes.
"In 1963 I went before the
symptom of a deeper problem in
SAT. & SUN. cont. from 2.15
review board and was quickAll political questions are at base only question
the individual-one which will The past week's
performance
s
chewed
and
up
spit
ly
out,"
manifest
itself in some other way has -essentially
of might—if you help me I might help you, but then
been
an
Specialist Groover said.
if drink is not available. Don't inconclusive tug of war between
again, I might not.
BARBERING AT 95—N. Roy
"In 1968 I found an at- Bowman hardly looks his
blame the symptom for the the bulls and bears," according
disease.
to E.F. Hutton 8z Co. The torney who was interested in 95 years in his barbershop
"(Politics) the conduct of public
Many of the rights and company Says
my story. He told me I had in Albany, Wis. He opened
stalemates of
No One Under 21 Admitted
alternatives. I could try it in March, 1898, and still freedoms of the individual have this sort do not
affairs (or private advantage."
last long but two
been and are being eroded in our the company declines
prove
that
what
got-wag.
I
to
barbers
every day..
to predict
country.
Examples are too which direction the market will
—Ambrose Bierce
numerous--4o mention, but the take. Hutton expects it
to move
local prohibition is a case in upward but says "some
hacking
REDLANDS. Calif. (1
because of undischmed adminpoint. One may stand by and off to form a new
base" may
Pressley C. McCoy. ouT.ted istrative proliletsis.
watch because the issue does not be required.
chani ellor of Johnston Col.
concern him, but then perhaps
lege of the University of Redothers will do the same when the 'The possibility
of mor
lands, has invited students and
outcome is of more personal consolidation still
exists but
(acult to leave with loin and
SAT/SAY YOUR NEEDS"
inportance.
"the likelihood remains that
open their own school. ‘IcCoy
higher equity prices generally
was fired by university trustees
will be witnessed in the months
Sincerely Yours
immediately ahead," according
to Neuwirth Management and
r/AAR60'5 THERAP I STS SAY
Wallace J. Swan
Research Corp. The company
•A FILM FOR
SHE'S IMPROVING DAILY,
believes a near term goal of
THE ENTIRE FAMILY
"925 and 950" on the Dow is
U D E. PARKER.
"realistic" and predicts the
FOLLOW "WHISKERS," an independent
"illusive 1,000 level is likely to
eor
and curious young cougar, through two
be exceeded before the end
exciting years in a mountain wilderness
1971."
known as "COUGAR COUNTRY"
"Unless we can find a cue
for some of the underlying
Weakness" such as the heavy
debt, the balance of payment/
and the growing labor domination we may have to worry
again in 1973 after the nal
election
is over," Harris,
Upham & Co says. Howeveir,
"DOC" SERIOUS
Special
Milburn Stone, 88, -shownl for the rear term, the comparty
says
if
the
present
Matine
bull
es
as "Doc" on TV's llunmarket
"CENTURY PLANT"—Myron S. Clarke, 101, plays cards
smoke," is seriously iII fol- duplicates some of the smallest
Sat. & Sun.
with student.nurse Anne Matula after having a pacelowing heart surKry at gains of past bull rnar.kets
maker installed in his heart at St. Vincent's Ilospital
Mar. 27 8 28
University, o f Alabama "the Dow Jones Industrials wiii_
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Statewide
Fishing
Report

Fishing
The Coming Of Spring
May Come
Earlier

Almanac
Press International
Saturday, March 20,
of 1971.
is between its last
new phase.
ng stars are Venus,
upiter.
g stars are Mercu-

Coincidentally, the arrival of Spring on
March 21 also marks the opening of National
Wildlife Week, The deer, the birds—all of the
kingdom of the wild—will be adding to the cheer
and liveliness of Spring.
The wild have no ORS:of knowing that man is
pausing for a moment with the opening of a new
season to pay respect to nature's creatures who,
for uncounted thousands of years, have lived in
harmony with their surroundings—the
mountains, plains, forests and streams. Only
man, by his numbers and his thoughtlessness,
has come in conflict with nature—a fact that he
is only now discovering.
As we enter Spring and look with renewed
appreciation on the beauty of the land, there is no
better way to show that appreciation than in
observance of National Wildlife Week. A
statement of the National Wildlife Federation is
particularly timely: "In order to preserve the
American way of life. .we must first preserve
America itself. . "

on this day are
gn of Pisces.
y in history:
Harriet Beecher
k about slavery,
's Cabin," was
the first time.
Argentine dictator
seized control of
n newspaper "La
volcano on the
i in the East Indies
the
ting, with
th toll going over
el launched heavy
terrorist bases in

for today: British
Thackery said,
what a man can
yet think hifits;

FRANKFORT, Ky.i UPI i-The
state Department of Fish and
today
Resources
ildlife
FRANKFORT, Ky.-- of the fishing potential in this
reported improved fishing on
Kentuckians often are not as state and that they are such firm FRANKDORT, Ky.—Don't be
Kentucky's lakes with croppie
aware of the fine fishing believers in fishing Kentucky surprised any day now to hear
showing the greatest
catches
available in the commonwealth's stye they are willing to lay eown that the white bass have moved
improvement.
into the headwaters of a nomber
major lakes as are residents of hard cash for that right.
The lake-by-lake rundown:
neighboring states. This premise
The out-of,state revenue, some of lakes, that croppie are being
bass good
Cumberland-Black
and
is strenghened when one com- may say , is a windfall for the Caught in greater numbers
by casting and still-fishing with
pares the sale of fishing license, Department of Fish and Wildlife that black bass are hitting on
nightcrawlers and by jigging in
- resident and non-resident, for Resources. While the money surface lures. That time of year
upper sections, croppie.in those
fishermen
the
and
away
1969. According to records in the does come in handy for the is not far
reas fair to good on minnows at
Fiscal Control section of the department's various projects, are ready.
five feet; trout fair below dam;
calendar
a
keeps
who
friend,
A
also
state
Department of Fish and Wildlife businessmen of the
clear to murky with some muddy
of his fishing events, produced
Resources, a total of 283,026 reap great dividends.
waters in the upper end.
on
records to show that last year
Kentucky residents purchased
Herrington-Some limits of
of
jeadwaters
the
in
13,
March
year
that
that
outshow
every
Figures
fishing license during
black bass by jigging at night;
big
a
caught
he
Kerrington,
Lake
while out of staters bought sider who comes into Kentucky to
fair croppie around stickups;
110,711.
fish for three days will leave a string of white bass by casting
clear and falling fast at 46.
By applying extremely rough bundle of "long Green" in the just below the first riffle. He
Barkley-Fair size croppie in all
prove
to
calendar
his
consulted
figures, one can determine that state.
sections; some black bass by
in
wittes
caught
had
he
that
also
about four out of ten persons who Let's see how much. His room
casting main lake; croppie and
fished in Kentucky were from for three nights will be at least the Dix River section for well
white bass fair below dam.
year.
same
that
month
a
over
$30. He'll eat 10 times in Kenout-of-state.
Kentucky Lake-Croppie good in
seem
would
it
persons
most
To
This statement is true for tucky and will spend about $2 per
River area; fair to good
Blood
be
license buyers, but a little quirk meal—another $20. His gasoline a bit early for the whites to
black bass by casting; no fishing
is
credence
But
now.
running
of
may
he
percentage
and
the
reveals that
could cost him $20-25
below dam due to muddy water.
• r
When fitt -out time arrives a As flin
as , o avot ge mg sera c es
resident fishermen is much purchase some fishing tackle and lent to that by the fact that even
o w- air ca c es o
this
on
March—tnew •oat owner may be inexpensive, it can be discarded white bass in heads of creeks; experienced boaters are seen and grime on the nice—looking
, probably toi ITO:if tie rents
listing
%,sith pencils, notebooks
finish.
mentioned above.
a boat and motor the cost will be came from Dale Hollow of whites bewildered by the many main- when clogged.
some black bass in same section.
Not all jobs need be done outYou see, in Kentucky all $25 for three days and if he moving into the headwaters of tenance products on the market. Having a reddish hue to it, Barrel River Lake-Some limits things that need doing on their
residents 65 and older are travels the fine toll roads he'll that lake, where the surface Here are some helpful pointers equally common garnet paper is of black bass by jigging; fair boats and motors to get ready for doors or in an unheated storage
temperatures were about five from the boating experts at made of a harder natural
quick and easy launching on the building. Out board motors • are
allowed to fish free, without pitch in another 8445.
croppie in all sections.
usually off their boats for the
Roughly he'll leave something degrees above that of the lake Mercury outboards on one abrasive that holds its sharpness Green River Lake-Croppie off first warm day.
lice*. Also, youngsters under 1
confusing subject, abrasive longer. It is ideal for hand- brush banks; spotty catches of These experts have, as a result winter anyway and can readily
whoire residents of the state arel over $100 of Ohio, Indiana, itself
by brought into-heated place for
given the right to fish without Illinois or some other state's Expert croppie fherrnbn have' papers. It's a firm rule among sanding surfaces that do not clog black bass by casting and igging. of several season's experien
money in the pockets of Ken- been catching this species all good painters that you never the paper so quickly,and is useful Rough River-Croppie fair at learned the wisdon of being detailed attention.
paying a fee.
through the winter, but now it's to apply another coat of finishing for light power sanding.
time.
Because they contain no water,
these tuckians.
both
Persons in
five feet; some white bass in methodical at fittingout
stage where just about material over a preceding coat Manmade abrasives such as
the
rings paint and varnish are immune to
their
over
look
they
First
the
appease
to
decided
he
If
must
fork.
south
in
creeks
of
categories from out-of-state
heads
who knows anything that is glossy. Adhesion is likely luminum oxide and silicon
fair by carefully, jotting down each item freezing in normally cold
pay and therefore their numbers 4ittle lady with a surprise gift anyone
NoIM-Black bass
about fishing can . harvest
to be poor. A thorough sanding carbide typically are tan or white casting and jig fishing; scat- requiring attention as they notice weather. The problem is trying
are included in the 110.711 when he returns home he'll buy
Papermouth." They already are not only cleans an old surface but in color and have hardness apthey take a fresh sheet to use them . when the therterered catched of croppie it. Then
column, while in the resident some worthy Kentucky product
from ponds and a gives it innumerable tiny proaching thatof diamonds. They
caught
being
and rearrange these in mometer is hovering around
paper
of
whole
the
family
brings
he
if
and
license column we must count
Frayson-Scattered catches cf
few have been picked up in the scratches which help the next' hold their keeness noticeably
order of importance.
freezing is that the material may
jigging.
by
bass
blacR
also those thousands of Ken- along he'll add considerably
steams. Many sections of the coat cling tightly.
longer and so are favored for Fishtrap-Croppie good around This they do on the basis of stiffen. and be hard to spread
tuckians who are exempted more to his outlay. This out-ofrivers have been too mussy and
There are different kinds of medium and heavy-duty power stickups; fair black bass by still logic-, explain-- the -boating uniformly.
It's also mighty
because of age and pay no license state fishing, as with the entire
high for fishing, but where abrasive paper. Each has its sanding. They are also excellent
to
windfall
a
is
Industry
tourism
scattered authorities, at Mecury outboards. uncomfortable, and a change in
jigging;
and
fishing
fee-.
there is clear water, croppie and characteristics and uses.
for hand sanding dry and hard old white bass and trout below dam. Some tasks can be done now., weather during or just after the
The figures do show, however, for all Kentucky and not just the
black bass are being taken.
paint as well as fiberglass and Dewey-Scattered catches of while the weather is still on the job is apt to make frost or dew
and
Fish
Wildlife.
of
Department
deal
great
a
sandpaper
think
The familiar yellow
that outsiders
This is not to indicate that
raw side. Other jobs will go form on the still-wet finish. This
Clogging is no black bass by jigging.
aluminum.
seen everywhere has a flint
fishing is good right now, but is
problem and they do a good job of
easier and come out better if done will cause it to turn milky white
is
soft.
that
relatively
ive
abras
eant as a reminder that before
when mild weather prevails.
producing the miriad of tiny
and spoil the job. So refinishing
its
hold
sharpness
not
It does
you know it fishing weather
so important and often have cloth backings.
are
that
scratches
work is best done when milder,
grains
the
as
soon
As
long.
many
example,
For
cannot be many days away,
make paint stick well to surweather has arrived.
become duoled, they no longer to
Steel wool is excellent for mechanical things can be done more stable
not withstanding the bluestery
faces like these.
are
scratches
that
tiny
the
cut
curved
intricate,
now, while painting and var- If you've never tried it make
made by Mr.
prediction
made for preparing
essential to paint adhesion. In- Abrasive sheeting
surfaces that are hard to sand- nishing can be more readily and up a work list that has indoor jobs
has
sanding
power
light
and
hand
Outdoor recreation has be- important as the make-up Groundhog on Feb 2.
they tend to burnish the
paper uniformly. As bits of this satisfactorily
accomplished at the top and outdoor ones at
Many fishermen are of the stead
That meant for
come as much a woman's ac- itself. Many creams and lowork. Poor paint adhesion can paper backing.
heavy-duty power sanding often metal that drop on decks cause later. Not only will the weather the bottom. chances are, you'll
tivity as a man's Fishing or tions are stored in glass bot- opinion that fishing will hita high
hunting trips mean family tles or jars. The rough and mark earlier this year than for result. The principal use of flint has a tear-resistant, flexible cloth rust "freckles", professional be more favorable, but ex- hti the water earlier than ever
paper is on jobs in whieh
maintenance men prefer perience has taught the experts and with everything on the boat
fun, with Mom playing a key tumble of backwoods roads the past several when cold
backing. Two natural abrasives boat
role.
invites trouble in the form of winters and colder waters whatever is being sanded tends to called crocus and emery are used bronze wool, which is available that it's better to do mechanical just right, as a result of scheduled
Whether it's guiding the a broken glass container . . .
from steel wool manufacturers. work first and finishing work fitting- ,ut.
journey from the road map and the loss Of an important delayed toop fishing until well up load and clog the paper quickly. chiefly for metal polishing work,
were
there
course,
0
April.
in
enroute to the campsite or cosmetic for several days.
packing fresh caught fish on
Sturdy plastic containers, exceptions to last year's trend
Ice just before heading home, like Tupperware, provide an and the shallower waters, always
part
a
women have become
Ideal solution to cosmetic the first warm, produced fish at
of the recreational world.
storage problems. They are an earlier date.
does
so
go,
Where women
rugged enough to stand up to
During the past winter there
cosdoors,
of
make-up. Out
outdoor living and have the
impornew
on
metics take
special qualities demanded to were ery few long, drawn-out
periods of frigid weatherand the
tance. They do much more store make-up.
than keep a woman looking
Air tight containers come lake waters did not become as
her best. They protect skin In all sizes and shapes for cold as in precious cold winters.
Fishing has become so popular today that it is said to be
and face from prolonged ex- storing make-up items. Tup- By the same reasoning, with
the favorite recreational pastime of some 50,000.000 Ameriposure to sun, wind, and perware's Marge Feagan says,
dampness.
"Plastic Midgets are ideal for favorable March and April cans. Small wonder!
Fishing in both fresh water and salt. for large fish and
Beauty counselors suggest cosmetics. They are small weather, the water should warm
that make-up requirements enough to fit into other con- at an earlier date than usual and, small, is something everyone can do Men, women, boys and
they are air-tight, of course, with warm water, girls of all ages fish and enjoy it. Strong and healthy people
be kept to a minimum on a tainers
fish, and so do those weak and ill. Rich people fish, and so
camping trip. However, the tough and have see-through comes good fishing.
is for everyone!
campsite make-up kit should seals to pick out what you
first frantic fishing to do the poor. Fishing
The
Certainly some of the great appeal of fishing is that it
have the important basics on need at a glance. They keep
be
will
season
jigging
the
follow
can be pursued and enjoyed at any age. One can start fishhand. Essentials should in- humidity out of dry powders
clude, a cleanser, refresher, effectively, dust out of creams the white bass runs and, contrary ing shortly after leaving the cradle, and enjoy it throughout
a
up to that moment when the Greatest Fisherlife
lubricant and astringent and and are lightweight for ease to popular belief, they occur in
particular items to suit the In carrying around."
nomber of lakes. Most persons man of all beckons.
Many invalid and crippled persons fish successfully, as do
individual woman.
have heard of the runs in
-More than 600 hills af- Herrington, Cumberland and some who are blind. Lloyd Johnson, of Mankato, Minn, inPlan the make-up kit beventor of the spin-cast reel and Board Chairman of Johnson
fore heading campward. Pay feeting pleasure boating are Dale Hollow.
Reels Co., goes fishing almost every day of the season. He
particular attention to the expected to be introduced in
Is blind.
area you are headed and take the -49 state legislatures meetruns, but good ones "I can't see the fish that I catch," Johnson said recentlt
along items that will suit the ing this year and, according Lesser known
locale. Desert areas. for ex- to the Boating Industry Asso- nonetheless, occur in Barren, "but still I get a big thrill out of fishing. I enjoy the exciteRough River and Dewey, to name ment of the bite — wondering what kind of fish I've got and
ample, may require lubri- ciation, they can be expected a few. So the best advice to how big it is and I can feel the fight the fish puts up in
cants, while damp areas near to range. from the construcreready, the bend f the rod.
seashores or forests will tive to ,-tint `Freposterous„ A eager fishermen is to be
and that
"I hear the line sawing
off when breathtaking splash when through the guides,
far
too
not
is
time
The
mean an astringent to bal- good many of those introthe'fish leaps
ance the effects of nature on duced to date involve increases the whites will be on the move
"And when at last I've got the fish in, and I hold him in
Lien Tverh, of Mankato. Minn., hang,. on a• a big northern pike leaps furioasly at boat-Ride.
skin.
my hands, I can 'see' and admire him in my mind's eye.
in boat registration fees and DWOEDS (3-5-71
Many trophy fish are lost when they make liod-minute leaps and lunge. just before landing.
anyone."
as
Kentucky
fresh
much
Frankfort,
eating
enjoy
I
as
Finally,
as
-caught
fish
is
cosmetics
Storage for
air and water pollution.
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clothing for the Maytag Company
atLeaders and members
representative, Miss Maggie tending were Mrs. Hugh
1
Cochran, to show how to wash Alexander and daughter, Karen,.
The Chorus of the Music
and care for new fabrics.
Department of the Murray
Mrs. Arlie Scott and daughter,
The members, as well as the Carolyn, Mrs. James Tucker and
Woman's Club will have a
leaders, asid they learned daughter, Debra, Mrs. Jim
at Calloway County High rehearsal at the club house at two
'The Kappa Department of the a Junior
several new hints in the care of Norwood and daupters, Melonie
p m.
a
is
she
Beta
where
Club
School
4-H members and leaders these fabrics.
Murray Woman's Club anof
member
FTA
a
and
and Jo Beth, Mrs. Alvin Usrey
and
officer
nounces the winners of their
clothing projects from the
Also on the program was Miss and daughter, Janet, Mrs. Carves
21
March
band.
Sunday,
the
for
contest
county wide essay
Calloway County 4-H Clubs at- Shelly Bergerhouse, Fashion Paschall and daughter, Allene,
The April meeting of the Kappa Rev. William Porter will speak
students from the seventh
tended the Purchase Area Ex- Representative for Voguethe
Johns
of
Episcopal
Church,
Murray
Mrs. A. H. Scull and daughter,
St.
at
Department
through the twelfth grades in the
New York
winners
Club the
will be Main and Broach, at 10:30 a.m. ension Charm School held at the Butterick Patterns, selection of Becky, Mrs. James Harrison and
Woman's
County
Calloway
Murray and
irst United Methodist Church, City, who modeled a
daughter, Diane,and Miss Renee
present to give their essays to the
schools.
ayfield, on Saturday, March 13. clothing made from the patterns Sledd.
four
winning
entries
The
Hall,
Elizabeth
women's
group.
Two divisions were included in
Miss Karen Alexander, a Teen in their books.
will be submitted for further dormitory at Murray State at
the essay entries. The seventh
ub member, helped to model
state
the
level.
at
Chestnut,
will
and
15th
competition
an
have
were
and eighth grade entries
five
from
open
to
p.m.
one
house
Grades One through Six of the
written on "The Price I Owe For
The dress is informal and Hazel Elementary School will
My Heritage." The ninth through
refreshments will be served.
present a musical program at the
the twelfth grade entries were on
school at seven p.m. The Hazel
Monday, March 22
the subject,"Competent Concern
The Creative Arts Department PTC meeting will be held at this
for Our Citizenship." The first
Saturday, March 29
of the Murray Woman's Club will time.
prize of a $25 savings bond and
second prize of $10 in cash was A shower for Mrs. Melvin meet at the club house at 9:30
Wednesday, March 24
awarded to the winning entries. Diggs and three small daughters a.m. with Mrs. Al Koertner, Mrs.
In the seventh and eighth grade who lost their home and contents Dan Harrell, and Mrs. Dale Ladies day luncheon will be
served at Oaks County Club at
entries, Miss Janet Byerly, 13 by fire will be held at the Lemons as hostesses.
12:45 p.m. Make reservations by
year old daughter of Mr. and educational building of the Hazel
Mrs. Jackie Byerly, was the first Baptist Church from eleven a.m, Calloway County Post 5638 Tuesday noon with Murrelle
place winner. Janet is in the 8th to four p.m. Persons may leave VFW will have a "Dutch" supper Walker 753-4517 or Essie Caldwell
grade at Faxon Elementary items at the church during the at the Triangle Inn at seven p.m. 753-4920
School.
hours. The shower is sponsored All interested persons are invited
Ladies day luncheon will be
Second place went to Miss Pam by the Eva Eldridge Circle of the to attend.
served at noon at the Calloway
Robertson, 14 year old daughter church. For information call 492Tuesday, March 23
County Country Club, Hostesses
of Mr. and Mrs. William 8556, 4964165, 492-8111, 492-8596,
The Murray Quota Club will are Mesdames Henry Fulton, Bill
Robertson. `Pam is in the 8th or 492-8445.
have its luncheon meeting at the Crouse, Stark Erwin, Joe Dick,
grade at Faxon Elementary
EVELYN TUCKER, Owner
Southside Restaurant at 12 noon. E. J. Harverstock, Joe Hal
School.
the
entries,
grade
In the 9-12
V71.AURIUTLICRER
a
Elkins, Glenn Doran, T. C.
winner is 'ic
pa
Calloway County Recreational The Kirksey School PTA will
Lamb, 15 year old daughter of Club will have a potluck supper at meet at 1:30 p.m. at the school Doran, M. C. Ellis, and Evelyn
VIRGINIA MILBY
Bridge hostesses are
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Lamb. 6:30 p.m.
with Willard Ails as the speaker. Wilson,
ROSEMARY KONDRATKO
Mrs. Tommy Chrisp and Mrs
Vicki is a sophomore at Calloway
Hostesses will be the fifth grade
Gregory.
John
unty High School. She is a
mothers, Mrs. Thyra Crawford
OPEN EVERY DAY — Also open Wednesday,
varsity cheerleader and a
and Mrs. Dan Darnell, teachers.
P.E.O.
of
M
Chapter
will
Club
Student
Sisterhood
Woman's
The
Murray
member of FHA,
Thursday and Friday Nights by appointment.
will have a luncheon at noon at
have its general luncheon
Governmynt. and Beta Club.
meeting at the club house at jejj
Second place wiring.is Sandra the home of Mrs. Hugh L. Oakley.
a.m. Hostesses will be the Home
Hargrove, daughter Wf Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Titsworth will be
and Sigma Department.
Mrs. James Hargrove. Sandra is assisting hostess.

Winners In County Wide Essay Contest
Announced By The Kappa Department

Wandering husband
threatens to walk out

L.
F,.
-

NICRRAY, KENTUCKY
Sunday, March 21

Members, Leaders
Attend -Charm
School, Mayfield

EVELYN'S
BEAUTY SALON

DEAR ABBY: I have seven kids and a husband I cannot
trust around the corner. When he goes out at night I never
know how late he will be coming home. If at all.
I have found lipstick on his handkerchiefs, and even an
his underwear. Ill yell at him and say I am going to leave
him, he asks where I think I am going to find a man who
will want a woman with seven kids. Then he tells me that
he s goirg to leave me and find a quieter, more understandMg woman.
I am a good woman. Neat and clean and folks say I am a
ONE, PLUS SEVEN
good looker. What can I tall him?

Murray's Newest Beauty Salon!
Located in . . .
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
North 12th Extended
Four Experienced Operators To Serve You..,

DEAR ONE: Yoe can tell him that it night low„-arilet
t easier for you to find a man wise will want you and year
sewn kids than it will be for him to (hid a more "quiet and
amientanding woman" who wield want him after he gets
armcut ek141 =WOO DK Streit kidsDEAR ABBY 1 Ouch! I saw myself in one of your letters,
and it hurt. A girl wrote that her father came across an
article in a magazine which he thought was very interesting
so he read the whole long boring thing aloud to his daughter
and her boy friend who was there at the time. The young
fellow. obviously bored, got up in the middle of it and found
himself a newspaper to read
One of my faults is interrupting my wife while she's busy
watching television in order to read something to her It
usually turns out that she wasn't as interested in the article
as I thought she'd be.
Came to think of it, Abby, maybe it was my wife who
wrote that letter to you, and she used that "father-boy
friend" bit jttst to throw me off the track.
rm guilty, s$ rn take 10 lashes with an old sermon
KENTUCKY PREACHER
outline.

PHONE 753-2511

DEAR PREACHER: If the shoe fits, wear It, Boil can't
allow you to suspect year wife. The letter came from New
York

Save Up To '4.22 A Yard On Brand New

DEAR ABBY My daughter, age 16, is pregnant and the
boy is 18. They want the baby and want to get married right
away. That is all right with us and with his folks, too, but
here is the problem.
We have heard that if they get married in Minnesota the
judge could force them to give up the baby. U this is true, we
will sec to it that they get married in another state, like Iowa
or Wisconsin. Or do they have the same laws as Minnesota?
Please understand, the parents of both the boy and girl
are backing up these kids 100 per cent and are willing to help
DESPERATE IN MINNESOTA
out.
DEAR DESPERATE: There is so such law In Minnesota,
or in any other state.
DEAR ABBY: I cried when I read the letter from that
mother who asked you how much room and board she should
charge her son when he cornea borne from Viet Nam. If I
knew that soldier's name and address I would invite him to
come and live with my husband and me. For free.
We have a nice home and with an empty bedroom. Our
only son was sent to Viet Nam a year ago. Three months
later he was killed in action He was only 18.
BROKENHEARTED
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to 4BBY. Box 07101, Los Angeles. Cal.
Me. For a personal reply ear1w stamped, addressed
envelope.

Spring 100% POLYESTER KNITS!!

FROM AMERICA'S FINEST MILL! REGULAR '6.99 to '7.99

100% POLYESTER
ROCHELLE KNITS
The New look in 100% Polyester Knits! Fashion Right for Spring, Easter and Summer wear. You must see these to /predate the
unbelievable value! These fine 100°;=, Polyester Rochelle Knits have never sold tor less than '6.99 a yard! See them in ready made
pants snits, dresses, coats selling up to '23.00 a garment! It you can thread a needle, sew a stitch, don't miss this tremendous
Spring and Summer Polyester Knit buy!

Hale to write letters' Seed SI to Abby, Box COM, Los
Aagetes. Cal. Nels, for Abby's booklet, "Haw to Write Letters for All Occasions."

SCOTT DRUG

I 205 Chestnut Street

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.

46- to 48" Wide, Machine Washable
Rochelle Patterns in 12 Spring Colors
,

CELEBRATE

kcIiSoya.

ideal for Pant Suits, Dresses, Coats
Save up to '4.22 on Every Yard You Buy
Be There Early Monday for Best Selection

.I

sr:

of Murray
Hwy. 641 So

Your Family Restaurant
Invites You TO

SUNDAY BUFFET
Served Each Sunday
11:30 a.m. to 1:3b p.m.
s2.50 Including Chink, Dessert & Tax
1'7 PRICE FOR CHILDREN
Please the entire family. Bring them to the
restaurant where dining is a pleasure Excellent
food, fine service homey atmosphere! Make it a
Sunday habit
Dial 753-5986 for Reservations for Your
Bridge Club, Parties, Banquets, etc.
MON. thru FRI. BUFFET - - - - '1.65
(including Prink and Tax)

NEVER BEFORE SPRING 100% POLYESTER KNIiS AT SUCH
AN UNBELIEVABLE LOW PRICE!
Be there when the door opens, Monday 9:00 A.M.
sharp for the Polyester Knit Buy of the Season!
Never before such Fashion-Right Rochelle Knits at

!O.; W. WASHINGTON

I' iltl, II NNESSEE
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come the foBowingv cases:
Medical use
4 One student, while working as and college students conalituUt Now hear this, kids!
about 85 per cent of the total.
HANOVER, N.H. (L1'1) - for PrIPPefr
counselor in a summer camp for Brooks
noted he would like to Daniel Webster hail a profound
boys administered mouth-tointerest more adult citizens to the effect on the history of the
BALTIMORE (UPI) Hand
mouth resucitation when a 12program, especially emergency United States, but what he had rpuppets have joined the
inere.s one sure way to seep them out of hospitals.
stir
year -old
camper
stopped service personnel and employes
at least half of the patients now
staff at Johns Hopkins
to say to his son remains relePatient delays were usually
breathing.
in U.S. hospitals out of them.
industries
service
of
and in- vant for today's youth.
lospital
+ Another student, having dustrial plants.
Want the secret? Just stay longer when they were optimisBy Nadine Kerfoot
Kentucky students of all ages in
Included in the first comtic about their condition because
lunch
in
a
well through proper preventive
restaurant,
save
a
Special Writer
prehensive edition of his
Puppets dressed as a doctor
connection with home economics,
it did not impede their daily
care.
FRANKFORT,Ky.-To interest health and recreation courses or customer from choking with the
papers. published on microfilm and a nurse perform Hwee
Informatio
n
about
the
program
That's the verdict of a new activities, and their general more
same technique.
health had been considered good.
adults in a program that teacher training programs.
can be obtained in several ways. by Dartmouth College and nights a week in the children's
study conducted by the MassaAn Institute review of a num- has already been widely sucIt is designed to equip each
chusetts General Hospital in coT
One female student, who Those interested may contact University Microfilms, is this center for youngsters sched
operation with the department ber of other studies revealed the cessful with students is the aim of participant with 'first aid was the first to arrive at the their local health department excerpt from a letter to his uled for surgery the twat day.
, son, written in 1836: "It gives
of preventive medicine at Har- estimate that at least one patient Charles Brooks, director of the knowledge and skills for use in scene of an automobile
accident, local civil defense directors, or
Doctors say the performvard University Medical School. out of 10 in U.S. hospitals "over- Medical Self-Help Program emergency situations
me great delight to hear, that
, em- treated a University of Kentucky the
Medical
Self-Help you has learned to sit still, ances make a child less afraid
An analysis of the study by stays," taking up bed space un- sponsored by the Office of Health phasizing
t'
the
Program,
use of items readily student for schock.
Office of Health
the Health Insurance Institute necessarily.
and read a book. If you have of what is about to happen to
Mobilization, state Department available in the home.
+ A coed who had learned Moblization, State Department of
found that almost 3 out of 5
Some of these bed patients of
really accomplished that, you him and make him more comHHealth.
learn,
among emergency measures for stop- Health, 275 East Main Street,
Students
hospitalizations could have been could have been cared for in
have certainly made your for- fortable in the hospital enThe 16-hour course is currently other things, that an ironing ping
avoided by preventive measures. nursing conialescent or -chronic
bleeding, treated her neigh- Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
vironment.
tune."
being taught to a virtual army of board or a door can be used as an bor tor scalp
The study, based on the find- disease homes.
wounds and ankle
ings of 77 adult admissions to
emergency stretcher; that injuries until the family
Others belong right in their
the
Massachusetts
hospital, own home, while a small perNINO •II= all •we =:==
neckties, rolled newspapers, physician arrived.
III
=. =
.
==
•=
:== = =•==•= =
Showed that 50 per cent of the centage are in hospitals
Me•al= 4110 s OM .M1•MI MO•MI EMI•MP =II
•a
though
schingles and pieces of orange
"If we're consistently getting
sample patients had illnesses medically sound.
crate might help make splints.. results like these with our
classified as -modifiable." That
lii
Insurance company experiIncluding 11 self-help films, the students,"Mr. Brooks said, "the
i;s, hospitalization could have ments
are currently being conlii
been avoided if the condition had ducted
course
many
covers
medical
program's cost has been justified
to reduce unnecessary
lii
initially been properly identified hospital
explicit many times over."
with
NEW YORK (UPI)—"Techni- emergincies
stays and to pay in-hosIll
and given proper care.
, pital benefits to patients for cal indicators are still over- directions for meeting them. The
When the program was
Those patients who could have treatment
outside a hospital.
whelmingly bullish," according situations range form severe initiated in 1962 a goal was set to Ill
avoided hospitalization had this
Health insurers, according to to James Dines Si Co. The burns and shock to emergency train at least one member of ill
In common: they were disproevery Kentucky family,or 753,000 ill
portionately young, native born the Institute, are exploring how company feels the bullishness childbirth.
to adapt benefit plans to finance
Although Brooks has always individuals, in medical self-help. Ill
and unmarried.
may be typified by "the
alternate
forms of care.
These people were more likely
astonishing and sustained pessi- supposed that many lives have With the figures adjusted for III
II- no alternate facilities are
1.0 have been hospitalized two or
CLIP THIS COUPON
mism of odd-lot investors." been saved and much suffering population growth, the goal has
CLIP THIS COUPON
three times previously and more available, says the Institute, the
prevented by the actions of the novv reached 50 per cent of Ill
on.
MID
likely to report that before their patient's stay is extended and Since the upswing is "con- coursts_a_ack
_m_tes.....t.
lie—studaata—
firmed." _by _the indicators,
fii.l.k44mem.
---losowitalimotterr-theic--Iveritir-eem•—g"L5-13°—"P for Is.
ALL IIEM5 EN THE
community and those who share Dines says "in such a situation of Coach Roland Wierwille of and college students constitute III
K
STAINLESS
dition was fair or poor.
In the probably preventable the costs of his health insurance. a bull market always has been Transylvania College offer initiated the bulk of enrollment.
concrete examples.
Out of the approximately 71,000
1
a virtual certainty."
*** *
illnesses, heavy cigarette amokFrom Coach Wierwille's files now trained yearly, high school III
:ing and or being overweight
Always cook meat and
Ill
The market is still "subject
were considered the most im- poultry at low to moderate
'Portant factors among patient temperatures. This provides to fits and starts but there has
been no serious disturbance in
-failures to prevent illness.
III
maximum tenderness and juici- Delay in seeking care was ness and yields more meat, less theupWard momentum," W. E.
II
says.
Hutton
Co.
&
The
recent
;also listed as a main reason in shrinkage. It also helps make
Coupon Expires 3/21/71
Coupon Expires 3/21/71
s person's ultimate confinement sure the center
new burst of strength was
is fully rooked
•
da.WIWI =EDWIN i•MI•M. '1M•
•
NO•NW WE•MD
to a hospital. Earlier treatment, without
prompted
apparent
by
"conthe outside being
:it was believed, could have kept
siderable
short
covering
in
overdone.
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more volatile stocks," Hutton
•NM I=•OM
MM•
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MOW INN•WO IM.01111M0mm
says, adding the warning that
lii
"this is the type of market By KATHLEEN NEUMEYER
III
groups of such exprrie
where traders can bt easily
trawlers.
LOS
%NI:ELLS
(UPI)
whipsawed by going against a
Fourtee,n years ago a group
strong trend."
-They realty 'roll with the
by VIESTCLOX
here formed a travel club, but
punches.- he said.
it tool them right years Lo
The penetration of the Dow's
De did recall one instance
deride where to go.
900 yvel should attract more
when he had to call the ‘meriIt wasn't a surpric:ing proh
buyers and spark a further
can Emba..4% to get a woman
III
strong advance, the Alexander
traveler out of jail after she
Coupon Expires 3/21/71
To join Travelers Century
•
Hamilton Institute believes. The Club. members must already
g.aye in to impulse to try out
5=1 =BIM M•1= 1111011
•IM =N.M.1=•1=
s
IMI••
III
company sees interest shifting have visited IOU countrieS. a throne in a palace in a slidSimply spread Scotts HALTS PLUS. It forms an
iti
Fastern
country
to more speculative issues, Every w herr
.
.41
• k42 Bel-Air Shopping Center
someone sug
III
invisible barrier that lies in wait and knocks
which "historically ... happens e
rested the, pi. someone eLsr
VII
Phone 753-8304
iti
In
an
frican
nation
off crabgrass as it sprouts.
at this stage of a bull market." had alreadY. been.
Dayidson's mop got a tour
—r9
to 9 Mon. -Sat.
lii
But
the
institute
.say
.
how
adds
that
about
a
Halts Plus full-fertilizes your
"we're a long way from the trip to India and Kumla. and inside a palace where no tour•
I
Ill
to
6 Sunday
lawn at the same time. Saves
rampant speculative fever that right away hands would go up ist had eyer been after guard,
you time, effort ... dild monbecame
intrigued
to
a
traan•me am•
•m••Im me•
signaled the demise of the 1968 Al or the room with proof..= Gm•m• Um•am
..Mo• AM MB
IM•ell ,IMP
.9 mio•mi
411M
••imi
ey too."
ing thin 4 hi-en there." club veler s camera.
bull market."
Halts
founder' Row- 1 /avidson
The Dow Jones industrial called.
Vinallh I /as itistri. a travel
average has shot up 43 per cent
agent with w ariderlisst fame
2,500 sq ft(11 lbs) _3,95- 6.35
in less than 10 months, Spear &
up with a plan to fly the
5,000 sq ft(22 lbs)JA-.95- 11.95
Stiff notes. The company says
poop to Greenland and Ice
ttiht in the market's 75-year
land. with a charter flight to
history only a few instances
the North Pole. Twenty -four
have occurred where the Dow made
that two-week jaunt in
has jumped 10 to 50 per cent J uh 1966.
Don't let the small size and
What's more it comes with safety
authorized SCY3U1.
•D retailer
inside.of 1t months and held its
Sister then Dmidsori has
the small price fool you. Datsun's
front disc brakes a'nd all the luxury
gain. Although the "odds in escorted members on excur
Li'l Something 1200 Sedan is the real
you could want: bucket seats, whitewall
favor of a repeat performance sioms to the remote Tassili and
McCoy for freeway, city street or
are slim" Spear says it need Iltiggar regions of the Sahara.
tires and full vinyl upholstery...all
not deflect dollars from new using canwls part of the way :
country road. With a 69 horsepower
included in the base price. Our
stock commitments.. if the out- the islands of the Indian Ocean
12th II Poplar
Phone 753-1227
engine it'll do 0-60 in 14.8 seconds and
Li'l Something is really something.
look for business continues to and the pime parks of Kenya.
turn an honest 94 MPH.
Drive a Datsun...then decide.
improve."
and on an around-the-world
flight by chartered jet. with
Ik•rhts iorr both the North
and Ssiuth pars.
In MAY a group will cruise
to the Galapagos IsLancis. Fias
ter Island and
Robinson
Crusor
The club -- 14forial
retogniars 262 countries and
island group- which they
count breams.- they are ermined from the parent coon
Monday Tuesday, Wednesday, March 22, March 23, March 24
tries gi.atipraphically. politiralh
or rthnoki0eally.
M
News of the dub spread by
word of mouth to the 17
member'
, from all over the
world who pay initiation lees
of $25 in return for the pet
rilege of attending dub din
PREVENTIVE CARE

New Study Indicates 'Sure Way'
To Keep Patients Out of Hospitals

Self-Help Program
In Need of Adults

Wall Street
Chatter

•S.

Clip These Coupons!

SAVE 30%!
•

!I!

)RATKO

.dnesday,
lointment.

Travel topics

MD•OM MS•,•=11,

•OM OP•

Gift Shop
30% Off

=1• Mi.

MO•GRIM

mar• MB

Tableware

30% Off

Travel club covers
only offbeat areas

'N/
,

in..
.Y401.

,srx,
;FAT.
*Sleet%
•

•••

IN.

LOW-CLOCKS

lier,e's how to
prevent crabgrass
...and save 200/0

30%

Off

sA

Alltital IT 11116 l'EITEKS

1=• I=•

••••MO 11MB•NM

m•••••

•

,
M•
•II. MD••IMP
.•=1

ma•m
o
moo
ma mam •••
ISO•

NM• NM •••
•MOM.
•••1
MIR
11=11••=111=0.1•01

•••
ME•
•=1 IMP•We

•••

••• ••••

am.

e/,.
1••••=1 11
•Ma

20% off

eic
•

It's a big car

Starks Hardware

m•sa,
•

.1;4++

44:
,
00,14 so.
•••:,• •'Y.*
,•:•*.
•••

v. a

Li
•
'
41.
4
1446
.'11
4:4
.
vesivie4_
51.04),:aeisa';
*Ai!" .
•
•e6eri:;:ipsitsit
Wits es •
• %L./ 4.****,,,,'

SPECIALS!

SLACKS
TROUSERS
SWEATERS
PLAIN SKIRTS

TRY OUR
STA-DRI WATER
REPELLENT

Any 2 For

week

1°21
.
4
I
*4•
1
sosp. Af.ee's
0,„•1•o.
'•5.04.• 90*•

-

frisits
•ti•Na
••
also 0'4
04

Beautifully
cleaned and
pressed.

Laundered to Perfectio

Fur

Trim, Formal,

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs

oo
on hangers V4 ith any
drycleaning order.

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

DRIVE-UP

43
6;i44:
:
:
• .4
•••.

long

Shirt
Special

Zip Lining, Slack Suits, Suede and
. a
t
M

••:•'dve
Pl
Ar
,!*
es* 041.
Ask +•.**

in a small package.

Drycleaning

/atm

Folded

WINDOW
Open

Daily from 7 a.m.-6 p.m.

ea

flees, usually in Southern I Ai
Amnia, and piing along on I h4
inpe4.
Outliers allowed
llowever, oubsders are .11
towed to go on the trips, too
if there is room, and MAO%
of the travelers are accom
ponied by titularies: who haven -I
yet been to 100 country-.
-Actually, we don't make
any
kind of cheek at all
mid I/avidson, who is per
maneni secretary -treasurer 4,f
the
dub. -Most
people
. wouldn't be about a thing like
that."
%lc mbrrs don't get an, pc
eial rates on dub outings_
-Mowt (if thew people are
wealthy. any way . to have been
able to afford in much trincl
ling.- Davidson explained
'1.verything is first class
maximum unshod
-For our around the world
trip lag year, we renter( a
Convair 990. Ile stripped thr
plane. completely recarpried
and painted, and sanked 11111
al but the seat, we would
need. Then we in-tailed fise
lounges for its.- in pLai rig
rani, or working jr-ww
I idson said there is i're
few problems in -hrgihrrding

1200 "Li'l Something" Sedan
* plus local freight, state sales tax and license plate

BATSON
PRODUCT OF NISSAN

LASSITER-McKINNEY
So. 12th Street DA TSUN Phone
753-7114
"Open Evengings Until 8:00"

oam

I.
• 9

• 9 0 • 9 • • •

,
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•
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Squires
Take ABA
East Title

Western-Ohio State
Square Off At Athens

SATURDAY—MARCH 20, 1971
PAG

NIT Opens Today At
Madison Square Garden

UPI)—The and artistic success, however,
YORK
NEW
The Virginia Squires have
Tour- inasmuch as the 16 teams are
Invitation
captured the American Basket- National
nament, once the jewel ol good ones, if not the best in the
methodical
Association's
Eastern
Divideficit
last
ball
Saturday
to
beat;
-disciplined,
well
ATHENS, Ga. (UPI)—Tab regular season games.
Basketball
Tour- national ratings, and receives
College
today's NCAA Mideast Regional The Buckeye bubble appeared basketball team, well-coached 1970 NCAA runnerup Jackson- sion title but the Western race
naments but now a "Tour- 'Plenty of publicity from the
Western
ville
and
if
it'll
said
advance
as
be
a
looks
dogfight
to
Taylor,"
to
the
Fred
by
finals the Cinderella Classic.
when
the
to have burst
nament of Losers," opens at New York-based national news
The game matches the Ohio Marquette Warriors jumped off Kentucky coach John Oldham. regionals, simply ran the the very end.
Madison Square Garden Satur- media.
to
want
Kentucky
they
Wildcasts
Virginia
clinched
the
Eastern
what
off the
State Buckeyes and the Wes- to a 13-point lead mid-way •'They know
title Friday night as Charlie day with five games beginning The tournament gets undertern Kentucky Hilltoppers and, through the opening half of do and do it I watched Fred on court.
way when North Carolina (22-6)
Paced by seven -foot Jim Scott scored 32 points to lead at 11 a.m. EST.
like Cinderella's appearance at Thursday night's first game. the bench Thursday night and
Once the most prestigious opposes Massachusetts (22-3) at
the ball, neither was expected. However, Ohio State cut that to watched him pull strings to McDaniels, a second-team All- the Squires past the Carolina
the 11 a.m., with Louisville (20-8)
The 10th-ranked Buckeyes four points, 31-27, at halftime: make things happen. Ohio state America center who had 35 Cougars 132-120. But both Utah tournament in the country,
second fiddle to facing Providence (17-7) and
NIT
now
plays
down."
points,
it
is
the
Indiana,
when
Hilltoppers
and
only
peretntage
led
panic
by
13
doesn't
at
58-57
(20-5), who mapped 2nd-ranked took the lead for keeps
No one could accuse Western points, 51-38, at halftime and points apart in the past, failed the NCAA tournament and is Duke (18-8) taking on Dayton
Marquette's 39-game winning with 1:09 left to play and won
other games of the
streak with a 60-59 upset in with a brilliant - final mit:tate of Kentucky of playing cautiously had their 24-point margin to give ground as the clubs composed of teams that fi- (18-81 in the
Thursday. The Hilltoppers, who before the second half was headed into the last 10 days of nished second or third in morning-afternoon triple-headThursday's semifinals, and the defense.
various conferences and strong er.
the regular season.
7th-ranked Hilltoppers, who "Ohio state is a tremendously had to overcome an 18-point seven minutes old.
In the evening, it will be St.
Utah stayed five percentage independents.
crushed Kentucky, 1(17-83, meet
It is likely to be a financial
points in front with a 115-104
at 4:05 p.m. EST for the
victory over the New York Nets
regional title and a berth in
while Indiana kept pace by
next week's NCAA national
By JOE ('ARNICELL1
Bulls, who'll face the Los the Pistons stopped Buffalo. downing the Kentucky Colonels
playoffs at Houston, Ter.
UPI Sports Writer
Angeles Lakers in the first The victory was a club record 120-109.
Marquette (27-1) and KenMAGIC TRI
The Atlanta Hawks captured round of the playoffs.
for the Pistons, breaking the Zelmo Beaty scored 31 points
tucky ( 22-5) were to precede
Bowling League
National
remaining
last
West
the
Lakers
Miss
old mark of 43 set in Fort to boost the Stars past New
the regional finals with a 2 p.m.
Basketball Association playoff In other NBA action Friday Wayne in 1954-55.
The Calloway County Open
York. Red Robbins had six
EST consolation game.
TEAM
consecutive points in the last Amateur Field Trial Club was
Ohio State, a predojinantly berth available but in the night, Phoenix downed Los
Big
Trapp
Scorer
Ezells Beauty School
77 27
a
few
probably
turned
process
Angeles
111-106,
,Portland
outperiod to push the game out of held Saturday and Sunday,
Sophomore team, hadn't even
70
Johnsons
Grocery
34
scored
24
Trapp
points
Guerin's
Richie
John
Coach
lasted Seattle 135-128, Detroit
reach. Rick Barry led the Nets March 13 and 14, at the West
been expected to win the Big hairs of
Kut 'n' Kurl Beauty
beat
the
Bucks
Diego
gray.
as
San
well-groomed
head
Buffalo
downed
111-105,
San
Kentucky
Wildlife
Refuge,
points.
with
36
it
a
Sloot
Ten Title that earned
Shop
65½38/
1
2
Guerin watched his club Diego beat Milwaukee 111-99, for their sixth straight victory.
Bob Netolicky_s_cored 16 of his Grahamville _located west_ of
the
regionals at the
in
Jerrys
62
4
Restaurani—
2
.1 1
Ia''
44 II
:; •.
a points in the second period to Paducah.
Ilnimersityof
Country Kitchen
61 43
But the Buckeyes, after a 4-4 most of the way before Walt 117 and Philadelphia walloped with a 66-16 mark, two victories spark the Pacers past Ken- Winners in Open All Age were N.H.C.A.
571
/
2 461/2
short of the NBA mark set by tucky. Netolicky moved to as follows: First, Shiloh, owner,
start, won 15 of their last 16 Hazzard's driving Wpm with 24 Cincinnati 147-127.
47 57
seconds left in overtime Friday Dick Van Arsdale's 25-point the 1966-67 Philadelphia 76ers, center when Mel Daniels got Arthur Curtiss; second, Tyrange Owens Food Market
Town
&
Country
Dress
f VOLS' COACHING SWITCH kight gave the Hawks a 112-1114 effort helped Phoenix beat the
only
24
Alcindor,
playing
Lew
into foul trouble and helped Bud, owner, Sam Saylers; third,
40 64
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (UPI(— victory over the Chicago Bulls. Lakers on Jerry West night in minutes as Milwaukee timed up
Shop
Indiana erupt for a 40-point Ted, owner, Ferrell Miller.
Hayel Dry Cleaners
40 64
Gary; Wyant, who has been an The victory left Atlanta two Los Angeles. The Lakers' star for the playoffs, led the Bucks
Open Derby winners were:
burst in thequarter.
assistant football coach at games ahead of third-place guard, out for the rest of the with 22 points.
Utah is now 53-23 with eight First, Bess, owner, Clifton EdWichita State, Florida State and Ciacinnati in the
CeiWral sairwith a knee injury, was
John Havlick's 28-point effort games remaining and the Stars wards; second, Tex, owner, Paul
High Team Game (SC)
Wednesday
was
hired
Peorgia,
Division and sets the stage for honored in a 45-minute pre- helped Boston beat the Bullets. have the worst of the schedule, Coby; third, Sandy, owner,
by coach Bill Battle as a member the Hawks to meet the New game ceremony.
The Celtics also got 24 points playing seven of those games in Ferrell Miller.
Ezells Beauty School
792
rf
i the Tennessee Vols' staff.
York Knickerbockers, the At- The Lakers have lost eight of from Jo Jo White, 23 from an eight-night span. The Pacers Open Shooting Dog winners Ezells Beauty School
760
lantic Division winners, in the 10 games since West's injury. Dave Cowens and 20 from Don have; a 54-24 mark with six were: First, Lady, owner, Rae Country Kitchen
730
PALAFOX NEW ENTRANT
opening reund of the playoffs. Rookie Geoff Petrie exploded Chaney to stop the Central games left. They face each Bert Siress; second, Bean,
i NEW YORK (UPI)—Antonio Cincinnati lost
to Philadelphia for 46 points to help Portland 'Division champions.
High Team Game (HC(
other only once, on Monday 'owner, Ferrell Miller; third, Rex,
Palafox, a member of the
to drop out of contention.
Archie Clark hit for 24 points night at Indiana.
beat the SuperSoncis. Petrie, a
Ezells Beauty School
979
owner, Bill Ashby.
Mexican Davis Cup team which
Lou Hudson's free throw with first-round choice from Prince- and three other Philadelphia In the only other ABA game, Open Puppy winners ,were: Hazel Dry Cleaners
960
beat the United States in 1%2,
11 seconds left in regulation ton, is now only 60 points shy of ,play
20- rookie-- -Joe Hamilton scored, 21 First, Shane, owner, Ray Ezells Beauty School
so surpassed
947
is the latest entrant for the
time tied the gene for the becoming only the seventh NBA point mark as the tB
h7ea6ieleys of his 32 points in the last Scholar; second, Lem, owner,
$5.000 Dannon Tennis Classic
Hawks but Hudson gave Guerin rookie in history to score 2,000 eliminated
from period to lift, the Texas Chaps Sam Johnson; third, Jake,
Cincinnati
High Team Series (SC)
for the Long Island IndiSor
a few fits as he missed two points in a season. Spencer playoff
e alcontention.
Ezells Beauty School
7270
to a 128-116 victory over the owner, Ferrell Miller.
Championship.
more foul shots that would have Haywood led Seattle with 32 Howell had 21 and Hal Greer Memphis Pros. The victory left Fifty-two dogs were entered in Country Kitchen
2139
Others who will take part in
given Atlanta the victory.
and Connie Dierking 20 each for Texas tied for fourth—place in the two day trial, according to J. Johnsons Grocery
points.
2112
the tourney from March 26-28
Hudson and Pete Maravich Bob Lanier, another rookie, the 76ers,r who broke the game the West with Denver, with B. Bell, secretary of the club.
`Include Cliff Richey, Clark
led Atlanta with 22 points while hit for 40 points, an all-time pen with a 48-point third each team having seven games Judges were Greg St. John and
High Team Series (BC)
Graebner, Herb Fitzgibbon and
(liet Walker had 22 to lead the record for a Detroit center, as period.
Ezells Beauty School
2831
Leon Hutchens of Fulton.
'left.
Gene Scott.

Hawks Get NBA Playoff Berth

Field Trial
Held, Weekend

MINI

MIDI

John's (18-8), the only New
York team in the field, against
Tennessee (20-6) and LaSalle
(20-6) vs. Georgia Tech (20-8).
First-round action continues
Sunday with Michigan meeting
Syracuse and St. Bonaventure
taking on Purdue.
The first round conclude in
the first game of a tripleheader
Monday night with Hawaii
meeting Oklahoma.
Quarter-final play begins with
the second two games Monday
night. The tournament's championship game is scheduled for
March 27.

MAG
fruit
roim
Fruit
Prov
and
good
twin
and
mach
753-89
1971
Mach
after
Make
darns
See a
Bel A

BOWLING STANDINGS
Country Kitchen
Kut 'n' Kurl Beauty Shop

2781
2747

High Ind. Game (SC)
208
Wanda Nance
Joyce Roller
190
Katherine Lax
182

'BOY'
Shirts

TncT. Game (HC)
239
Wanda Nance
Alice Mayfield
230
Joyce Roller
228

clothe
'3903
FOR '
clean
Rent
Weste
Wishin

High Ind. Series (SC(
Wanda Nance
535
Joyce Roller
523
Katherine Lax
505
(.7
High Ind. Series HC
Joyce Roller
637
Wanda Nance
628
Katherine Lax
628
Joyce Harper
604.
High Averages
Mildred Hodge
168
Marilyn Parks
162
Wanda Nance
156
Judy Parker
150
Betty Dixon
149
Jean Chancey
148
Joyce Roller
147
Joye Rowland
145
Lavaughn Latimer
144
143
Sandra Thompson

LINN
receiv
wome
*shoes.
•All the
name
arri
'prices.
from 1
TWO
5856.
UPRI
75
1967 dition,
smobil
offer.
THRE
Vanity,
8918.

MAXI

ONE T
dasual
Workm

BANK FINANCING

MAVERICK
FORD TORINO
Ford Motor Company has notified us that we broke sales records for January
and February. The contest was "Reach for the Sun".

QNE
mixed
PigsPhone

FORD

,TWIN
imer s
Springs
dition.

We don't take sides
AT
* Over 150 New
Units in Stock
* 100 Used Cars
and Trucks

PARKER FORD
You be the *ud e of the cars...the rices the deals!

JAP H
per bat
4313.

It just makes good sense to trade

WINE

with a dealer that handles new

3437.

Also in
good co
NORW
• puppies
For lea
barn. .
p.m.

cars and trucks that are built
in Kentucky by Kentuckians!

CLEAN
with
_-4nd say
M2ONC
HP
- Used.
NO RE

Lustre

ALL NEW FORDS

IT'S THE BEST

CARRY DISCOUNTS,
Some up to '1,000.00

TO GIVE YOU
HIGH-VOLUME
DISCOUNTS!

beauiif
sham
ONE RA
'I: price.
Co.
'1113 T
and cult
job. Pho
5:00 p.m

YEAR YET FOR
PARKER FORD!
MEET the Parker Ford Volume team, from left to right.
Walter Hutchens, Glenn Card, Carlos Jones, Mac Tucker,
John Parker, Joe Parker. and James Parker. The sales Staff

FOURT

Travel
253.6030

that wins more awards, sells more new Fords and sets more
records than any other Ford dealer in western Kentucky.
Come by and see why. Located down town Murray.

49X12 R
-letilptur
• sass gut
tioldcra
f.'53-8161

PARKER FORD, INC.
Downtown Murray

Phone 753-5273

•••••

-

.6

HER!
:•kertified
-4esetties.
petters.
,voniplet
Phone 7-

MARCH
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len

get the job done

CI a S
L 911

:he only New
field, against
and LaSalle
.a Tech 20-8k.1
lion continues
'higan meeting
Bonaventure
e.
d conclude in
a tripleheader
with Hawaii
a.
ay begins with
;ames Monday
ment's chamscheduled for

FOR SALE
MAGNIVOX TELEVISION, 5
fruitwood tables; coffee, step,
round and two end tables. BuffetFruitwood, lamps, French
Provencial lounge chair; couch
and chair. Refrigerator, G.E.,
good condition. Table and chairs,
twin bed, metal frame, mattress
and springs, Singer sewing
machine, and lawn chairs. Phone
753-8918.
M23NC

1 GS

NOTICE

FOR SALE
14 FT. FIBERGLASS speed boat,
complete with skis; 40 HP
Johnson. Also 1966-350 cc
motorcycle, $125.00. Phone
Fulton 479-1413.
M20C

HELP WANTED

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

IN APPRECIATION

CASHIER FOR local grocery. 203 ACRE FARM on black top
The family of Mrs. Attie
^
Experience preferred. Must be road,excellent 10 acre pond, good Harrell
would like to take this
4 neat and willing to work. If in- block stock barn, good crop land,
time to express our sincere apterested write to P. 0. Box 32L, only $150.00 an acre.
preciation and gratitude for the
Murray, Kentucky, giving age, 44 ACRE FARM, frame house kindness
shown us in our time of
experience, etc.
M20C and outbuildings, 30 acres in SOI-rOVIV.
SAVE $90 on 7-HP Lawn
PENTA TREATED lumber,
cultivation, black top road, only We would
Tractor with 32" Mower. Easy
especially like to
WANTED: LADIES to conduct $10,500.00.
resistant to rot and termites.
thank Rev. John Jones for his
spin recoil starts from
survey for updating Murray City THE ABOVE farms join and
Ideal for boat docks and any
consoling words of comfort, the
driver's seat. Reg. $469.
Directory. Reply in own hand- make an excellent 250 acre farm
weather exposed uses. Murray
Kirksey Choir for their beautiful
NOW ONLY $379
writing to P. 0. Box 32F.
Lumber Co., Maple Street. 1 1
unit
for approximately $160.00 an singing,
M20
SAVE $194 on 14-HP Variable
Dr. Donald Hughes for
acre.
his care and attention, and all the
1971 SINGER Zig Zag Sewing HALF BANTAM hens, laying Speed Tractor with 48" Mower YOUNG MAN for general kitchen 22'2 ACRE FARM,
new
modern nurses for their help and kindattachment. Reg. 1243.95 sold
Machine. Grily $7.00 per month good. Phone 435-5333.
work. High school and military house, owner leaving state, will
M23
ness, the Blalock-Coleman
separately.
Now $1049
after small down payment
obligations completed. If you are sacrifice for $12,600.00
Funeral Home for their kind
Makes button-holes, monograms, 1-H FARMALL tractor and a SAVE $40 on 5-HP Tiller with neat, efficient and willing to WE HAVE excellent building
lots consideration in our grief and
darns. In portable carrying case. bushhog. Can be seen at Outland Safety Power Reverse that work, this is a good opportunity. and also lots near
Kentucky sorrow.
ends pulling, straining. Reg.
See at Murray Sewing Center in Seed and Popcorn Co.
Some experience preferred. Lake.
We also want to thank our kind
194.95.
NOW 154.88 Apply
Bel Air Shopping Center. M234
House See us for your farm or lake lots. friends and
Colonial
neighbors for the
SAVE 25 per cent on Chain
12X60 ALL ELECTRIC trailer, 69
Smorgasbord.
M20C Claude L. Miller, office, 753-5064. food, flowers,
•
and
their
BOY'S SIZE 6 and 7 pants and model. Excellent condition. Link Fence Outfits. 11-ga. 36"
Home, 753-3059
thoughtfulness during this time.
hi. Includes: fabric, top rail,
shirts. Girl's size 10 shorts and $3795.00. Phone 753-6763.
M261 sleeve,
EXPERIENCED COOK; must John C. Neubauer office, 753-5064. Words_ cannot express our
line
tops, ...size-it
MT.21_ appreciation, we
nea e icien a
ve I II
can only say
wires.
NOW
tie
linear
ft.
63c
clothes. Priced cheap. Phone 753- 5 HORSE CRAFTSMAN riding
references.
Good
working
conGod Bless each and everyone.
Transportat
ion extra
3903.
M22C lawn mower. goOd- condition.
ditions. Afternoon shift, full time FRAME HOUSE, good location. Pat, Ben, and Linda Harrell VP
MONTGOMERY WARD
Phone 753-3359.
M26P
work. Lady preferred. No phone Carpet, drapes, electric heat,
Catalog Agency
FOR "A job well done feeling"
calls. Apply Colonial House recently decorated. $12,000.00.
510 Main 753-1966
Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle
clean carpets with Blue Lustre. CLOTHES: SIZES 3-5 petite.
Smorgasbord.
M25C Phone 753-4448 after 4:00 p.m.
0MOMO 00300
Rent electric shampooer $1. Dresses, skirts and pants. All in
ACROSS
1120C
3 Indonesian
tribesman
00MOOM UOM000
Western Auto, "Home of The good condition. Phone 753SERVICES OFFERED
EARN MONEY at home. Full or
1 Blaze
4 Pronoun
00 MO=
00U0
Wishing Well."
M26P
M20C 7827.
part time. For details send self TWO ADJOINING lots at
6 Rent
5 Instruct
MIOM 000110 MOO
Fitted
11
6
Urges
on
10000
addressed
0M000
envelop-stamped and Panorama Shores, located on
ON
RAILROAD WELDING and
12 Carpenter's
7 Plot
00E00 MOOR=
LINNVILLE SHOE SStore just FOR YOUR Pennyrich bras,
tool
wrought iron shop. East Maple 25c to B. and A. Enterprises. Dept Jack's Creek, on TVA easement
8 GtrI's
0000
U000
received a large shipment of girdles, and lingerie, contact
14 Virginia
nickname
Street, across from Murray A-IM. Post Office Box 278. Phone 436-2289.
TENd
01100000 00000
w,flow
women's and children's spring Hilda Whitnell, phone 753Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
9 That is
00 MM000 OOMO
M29(
Lumber
Co.,
owned
by
Dan
Commonplace
15
(abbr.)
M23C
shoes. Also have bags to match. 4472
THREE
BEDROOM
brick
MOO 000E10 000
Hutson, operated by Bandi.
.17 Part of
10 Walks
All the latest colors. All famous
puma
veneer on Loch Lomond. Family
uomu um
"to be"
wearily
Phone 753-1933.
APRIL7( CAN YOU qualify? I'm looking
uouumu
name brands. Latest spring boots MOVING; MUST sell im=Emu
18 Metal
room, 111 baths, double carport,
11 Hindu guitar
women
are
for
who
interested
in
WOMB
00000
19
D.sciam
arriving daily. All low discount mediately: Sear's 3 temperature
13 Shatter
concrete drive, cyclone fence,
2C
20 Wine cup
16 Painful
prices. Open from 9:00 a.m. - 6:30 dryer, one year old, perfect FURNITURE REFINISHING. earning $200.00 or more a month outside storage, central heat and
21 Man's
41 Afternoon
19 River in France 29 Showy Sower
p.m., six days a week, Sundays condition, $50.00. Two air- All work guaranteed. Free on a part time basis. For in- air. This is one of the better built
nickname
30 Seesaw
party
20 Entertain
terview appointment call 7534970
22 Scorches
from 1:00 - 5:00 p.m.
houses. See for many more
M31 conditioners. 9X12 green shag pickup and delivery. Free.,
31 Prophet
42 Contain,.
22 Backbone
between
and
2:00
p.m.
500
M23
Demons
23
32 Dealer
rug. Phone 753-9389.
44 Hebrew
23 Sicker
features. Price $25,500.00. Phone
estimate. Antique or natural
24 Pause
33 More rational
letter
25 Retail
753-5921
TWO GOATS.Phone 436M2211
finish. Jerry McCoy,75326 Sudden
establishment
46 Note
35 Repasts
flowing
5856.
26 Conflagrations 38 Falsifier
M22NC
NOTICE
3045.
of
March 31C
LOST & FOUND
27 Fork prong
28 Draw to
WOULD LIKE to trade 4-speed
39 Reiect
scale
28 Is
UPRIGHT PIANO, $50.00. Phone transmission, clutch bellhousing WILL KEEP elderly man in my
FOUND:
7
3
COON
4
5
dog.
Phone
753789,
Make
29
amends
ql
WANT TO contact party who sold
753-6063.
31 Thoroughfares '
M20C and linkage from a 69 Dodge Dart home. Room and board. For
M20'
Sorrell and White horse with blue 8500 after 4:30 p.m.
Swinger 340 for a automatic
12
34 Wrtherecl
13
information phone 753-1851. M221 eye at Auction
in
35 Measuring
February. Call LOST: SOLID
1967 - 450 HONDA, good con- transmission, bellhousing and
14
black, part Beagle
device
17
Collect
1-901--642-0710, Jerry
dition, $300.00. Also 1961 Old- linkage. Also for sale, Keystone DOZING, $8.00 per hour. No job
dm; with white ring around neck,
36 Sun god
18
M22C red collar. Answers to name
20
smobile 88 four door sedan, best Chrome Mags to fit GTO too small. No large jobs please. King.
37 Golf
of
mound
Chevege. Phone 753-6809, ask for Reliable service. New man in
•
offer. Phone 753-5917. ete. Phone 753-7395.M20C
22
Coodascending
38
21
en.
11122C Murray area. Phone 753Woks
-24
25
WANTED TO RENT
PRICE MOBILE
39 Large truck
THREE PIECE bedroom suite.
8548.
M2
40 Latin
FORD
5000
TRACTOR
plow.
and
HOME CENTER
Vanity, chest and bed. Phone 75327
28
c on iunction
WANT TO RENT: furnished
Phone 492-8729 after 6:00 p.m.
4918.
41 Crown
M22C
DOUGLAS
SHOEMAKE
R;
I
Panorama
am
29
apartment
30
Homes
at
31
Iran
cabin
or
M22C
3
3
42 Give up
now a licensed and bonded
Shores. Phone 762-3814 or 753-7836
43 Amend
Low
as
'155"
134
Down
35
36
.ONE
..
TABLE of girl's dress and
auctioneer
and am in need of
45 Mouth of
after 5:00 p.m.
BEIGE SOFA and chair, $35.00.
H.641 S. Phone 753-3640
no
.-61sual shoes,
"SHOO" MUST GO OFF price. Settle Phone 753-7520.
37
38
39
M22F auctions. Contact me any time at
47 Raises
Murray.
Ky.
The
Next to
Ed
Sullivan
-Workman Co.
"Shoo"
Shoemaker Bros. Livestock on
M20C
WANTED TO RENT
Singing
48
voice
40
41
Holida) Inn
winds up a record run of
MOBILE HOME, 10X50, fur- Cadiz Road or dial Douglas
DOWN
-ONE POLAND China Boar, 5
WANT TO RENT: Young 23 years on television this
43
44
Ask about our rental
5 46
nished, electric heat, air- Shoemaker, 753-3375 or Terry
season, and here is Sulli:mixed breed. Sows, 15 weaning
Shoemaker,
436-5327.
married
couple
seeks
reasonable
conditioning. Phone 7531 Useless
purchase
plan
op
to
10
47
yr.
van
in 1950, early in the
gs. One 7 year old pony gelding.
See AS
We work individually or as a
house to rent in country. Phone
2 Hold on
M22C
.game, and nowadays.
property
:Phone 436-2113.
Irt 11 9911.
team when needed. We will take finance .
Distr. by United Fe ture Syndicate. Inc.
753-2335.
M22C
20
ZENITH STEREO console. care of all advertising, tax and
TWIN BED with head board,
PI-.ANUTS
As of this date, March 18, 1971, I
Danish modern cabinet, FM-AM other details and will appreciate
MAYBE 11'5' A BEALFTTFIk PRINCESS
Inner spring mattress and box
MAYBE SHE li.104T5 ME TO FOLOW
will no longer be responsible for
radio. Remington cordless working with any size sale.
..S•10 14A5 (SEEN TURNED INTO_ A
0. 12GET IT!
HER, AAP JAEN ta REACH THE
dprings. All in very good conA
Also farmers-will you please any debts other than my own.
electric shaver. Other household
BUTTERFLY 0q A u)ICKED &NOME:.
ihtion. Phone 753-9781.
8OTTERFol:
M
deliver
hogs
by
your
p.m.,
2:00
Signed
items. Phone 753-7532 after 5:00
--€4144"
BE TIANTETIN
C171
A9eat'
BEIN65
ICH
1".
..-+
James Causey
p.m.
M22C Monday-Friday and by 12:00
M2OP
.IAP HAY, 60 cents and 65 cents
Saturday.
noon
M20(
per bale. Phone 435-5311 or 435ONE 50 MODEL red belly Ford
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser'
41111
4313.
M20C Tractor in extra
good condition. FOR ALL your home alterations vice, Box 213,
Murray, Ky. C. M
One set late flat wing trip beam repairs, remodeling, etc. new or Sonders,
es I,
s phpne 382-2468, FarWINE WOOL rug,9X12, and pad. economy
point 14 inch plows. One old. Free estimates. Call 753mington, Kentucky.
Aprill2(
Also inner spring mattress in row cultivator,
2
double spring E123.
,March 29NC
good condition. Phone 753shank. One 6 foot disc. One 1 row
3437.
If you want to live high on. the Nancy
M2OP tobacco setter in good shape,
BE POPULAR!! Learn bow to hog, come see the Smoked Ham
used two seasons,- New Holland
GIVE ME HIS
MY BOY
HE HAD TWO LONG,
play guitar, costs $2.00 a week. Tree at 107 North 3rd Street.M2
NORWEGIAN
ELKHOUND Brand. Phone 75-T-5109.
M221
DESCRIPTION
POINTED EARS, A
FRIEND IS
I'M WORRIED ABOUT
Leaches Music and T.V. Center.
Puppies,775.00 and up, also stove.
WHEN LAST
FLUFFY WHITE
SLUGGO
MISSING
HASN'T
HE
-753-7575.
M26C
Phone
For lease; acre tobacco base and
St
WE ARE offering our Gilson
•
SEEN
TAIL AND A
BEEN SEEN SINCE THE
barn. Phone 753-4490 after 7:00 ONE RACK
tractors and tillers at sale prices.
of ladies dresses, 1-,2
CARROT IN
COSTUM
E
M23C
P.m.
price. Settle Workman Co. M20C WILI. DO part time bookkeeping, Seaford's Lawn le Garden,
HIS MOUTH
PARTY
preferably connected with Hardin, Kentucky,437MISSING
LAST
in
CLEAN your rugs and carpet
PERSONS
automobiles. Home services. Will 4412.
March24NC N I Gi-E-7
BUREAU
With TREWAX. Rent Shampooer
pick up and deliver. References
AUCTION
SALE
nd save at PURDOMS,INC.
offered. Phone Marsha Poole,
M2ONC
753-2744.
M22C
ANTIQUE AUCTION Sale,
HP SUBMERGIBLE pump. Saturity, March 20, 10:00 a.m. WILL DO garden work.and will
einwoo"
TEN( rain or shine at McClure's An- furnish own tiller. Phone753Used. Phone 436-2289.
9808.
M22C
tique Shop on Highway 121, one
v7"
"NO REGRET, the best yet; Blue mile south east of Murray. This
The Colonials
FOR RENT
Lustre
cleans
carpets sale is one of the top antique sales
i
AT LAST,
ROOM
furnished
beautifully. Rent
N.0 SO'5 ,vw
electric you'll have the opportunity to THREE
sPizi hiG
apartment.
Carpeting,
Ats.1-1-1- FR.EEZE
garbage
Shampooer $1.00. Big K.M20C
attend.
(za-s.i -rI-4E s.NA-4disposal, central heat and airWill sell; 4 coffee mills, 40
ONE RACK oigirl's sports wear, lamps, 10 butter dishes, 10 conditioning. Can be seen at
Owen's Food Market, 1407 West
% price. Settle Workman
preserve stands, 7 trunks, side
401 Maple St. 753 3642
M20C saddle, 6 straight chairs, rocking Main.
M20C
Co..
chars, 2 library tablet, 3 marble
CUB TRACTOR, mower, plow top wash stands, 2 telephones, 8 FIVE ROOM house, unfurnished,
AUTOS FOR SALE
and cultivator; disc. New paint wash kettles, 30 smoothing irons, $65.00 per month. Phone 7535965.
M2OP
job. Phone Clinton, 653-6201 after 10 butter molds, stone jugs,
CORVETTE 327, 365 HP, two
Ire
5:00 p.m.M2OP
pictures, 4 clocks, one round TWO BEDROOM duplex, $75.00 tops, AM&FM Radio. Excellent
4Palb
table with claw feet, dated fruit a month. $50.00 deposit.
I
rAr---- -aar
Couple condition. See at number 90.
jars, 5 cake stands. Pressed, preferred. No pets. See at
M2211
1601 Shady Oaks.
FOURTEEN FOOT Arkansas milk, cut and carnival glass,
College Farm Road or call 1-313Travel boat with trailer. Phone picture frames, dressers, china 842-2162.
1965 MERCURY, tour 11-4
L'il Abner
TEN' cabinet with glass doors, broad
253-6030 after 5:00 p.m.
M23NC Montery, air-conditioned, po‘k.axes, vases, bottles, stone ware,
brakes,
steel
power
IT'S THE SELL FOR OUR CLASS
dinner bells, organ stools, bowls EXTRA NICE one bedroom automatic.
AH HATES MAHSELF FO'
Phone 753-6795 V
furnished
apartment,
1/
block
IN 'LADY-LIKE SELF-CONTROL'
and pitcher's, brass kettles,
BE N'A -esoG LE!!- NOSEY
frnm college campus, $90.00 per
•49-X12 RUG, 501 Dupont nylon churns and dashers,
-SO STASH IT AwAY, LET'S SPLIT,
brass bells,
OLE LAUNDRY LADY )culptured design. Sage green. spinning wheel,
AND COOL I T.F.•- REM EMBER,
Month. Phone 753-9135 or 753WANTED TO BUY
BUT AM GOTTA SEE
bread trays.
NO
BOY THAT-Advir!- Dotool..r•
•itiss guitar. excellent condition. Also 1926 Chevrolet
4478.
•MR.PERFECT.P.",
M26C WANT
ton truck.
station
TO
BUY:
service
PERFECT
REALLY
childcraft set, like new. Phone 1930 A-Model
Ford coupe. Lots of
or vacant lot for filling station
EXISTS?'
:•753-11161.
FURNISHED
M22P other items, no
APARTMEN
T;
way to list them
site in or around Murray. Write t',
all. Reason for selling, going out electric heat, private entrance. P. 0. Box 977, Paducah, Ken
Near
college.
Phone
753HERDS OF Chinchilla from of business. All items will sell.
tucky.
M22(
•
TFNC
•tertified stock. $400.00. Also Toy Don't miss this sale if you are a 6564. .
WANT TO BUY:, • loms,i and
fettles. _Chinese Pugs, .Irish dealer or ap antique lover. We'll TH
EE-BEDROOM house; one standing timber. Also have for
;$etters. 'birds 12 aquariums. be looking forward to seeing you
•,
aid one half baths, gas furnace sale lumber and, sawdust:
.vomplete with fish. cheap). there. Terry ''Shoemaker, Aucheat, garage. Available now. Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co
.Apri122( tioneer.
Phone 753-1862.
M20C Phone 753-4765
M22P Phone.7534147.
TFC

SAVE BIG ON
YARD CARE
NEEDS
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to be
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Thinking of
Home Decorating?
Think of-Hughes Paint
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THE LEDGE

A Lovely Glimpse Into the Past;
Ziegfeld Follies Stockings Found

TIM s — MURRAY, IIICKTUCICY

SATURDAY-MARCH 20, 1971

Suzanne Doyle
Gives Program
At B&PW Club

S

tra

Suzanne Doyle of the hfueeto
Art Guild presented the program
at the dinner meeting of the
Business and Professional
Women's Club held on 'Thursday,
March 18, at 6:30 p. m. at the
Murray Woman's Club House
Mrs. Doyle related facts
concerning the organization of
the Murray Art Guild. The first
meeting ware held in the upstairs
u.
of the Gatlin Building at 4th and
Main Streets before being moved
TU144 MAY GO COMMERCIAL THIS FALL-The Soviet
expected to be put into
It
is
,,urces.
aviatiuri
Western
to the present location on East
TUI44 supersonic jetliner (above) may become the
service on the Moscow-Khabarovsk run in October or
Main Street behind the main
first Supersonic Transport Aircraft (SST) to fly comNovember. The delta-wing plane can fly 1,550 miles an
branch of the Bank of Murray.
mercial passengers faster than sound, according to
hour and carry 120 to 150 passengers up to 4,000 miles.
She told of the work of the Guild
and display some of the paintings
However, if the show 1,
by members.
not taped, he can use Michael
Also a guest of the club was
NEW YORK (UPI) - Rebecause untaped shows are go-,
Mrs. Fay Stinson, president of
NEW YORK (UPI)- Actor verned-by a different actors'
vision, soap opera division,
the Murray Art Guild.
Mrchael Douglas, who stars in
NBC: "Another World -Bay
The funeral for Mrs. Laura S. Columbia's "Summertree," has union one that doesn't have
The committee in charge of the City,"
another Michael.
daytime
drama
serial.
Page,age 94, will be held today at an identity crisis.
program was composed of Mrs.
has reverted to its original
And when he appears on
Laura Jennings, chairman, Mrs. title, "Another World." A two p.m.at the chapel of the J. H.
According to union, tales the stage, he doesn't 1(n-ow
Churchill
and
Mrs.
Verlene
Funeral
play
Home with when he does a television
Mae Hinch,
+-relative, "Another World what name he'll be allowed to
he must be billed as M.11. use because still another union
Huie, public relations group.
Somerset," has become, sim- Bro. Roy Beasley officiating.
Pallbearers will be Bob Rob- Douglas because there is ano- holds sway there, and they
Mrs,. Opal Roberts, president, ply, -Somerset."
bins, George Steele, Will Ed ther video actor who has prior haven't reserached the probpresided at the meeting and
*
rs. Warshalrendon,
Bushart, Gilbert Grogan, Jimmy claim to Michael.
mriiu
'of tfie-TrikefeId Ctub, composed Of former Follies chorines, modet
lem yet.
The American Broadcasting LaFever, and Denny Smith.
WIN of the $200-a-pair handmade stockings they were some 40 years ago.
Career
woman
Youth
flowers. etc., and come in a representative of the club, who Companies, Inc., and Associa- Burial will be in the Antioch
By Central Press
reviewed the talk she will give at ted Television Corporation, Cemetery with the arrangements
NEW YORK-A most important part of a Ziegfeld Follies variety of colors.
At the time the stockings the District I Spring meeting to Ltd., have formed a company by the J. H. Churchill Funeral
chorus girl's costume was her stockings-each custom made,
DON'T WORK
costing as much as $200 a pair in the early 1900s, and each a were made, silk, cotton and be held at the Kenbar Inn, to produce and distribute vi- Home where friends may call.
DAYS
similar fibers were used. Nylon Giibertsville.
deo cassette programming cowork of art.
Mrs. Page died Friday at 7:30
UP A
Recently a few dozen pairs of the stockings were found in a was unknown.
LEFT
Decorations for the tinnier vering educational, industrial a. . at the Convalescent Division
• • •
little used store room of Peck & Peck, the nation-wide specialty
and
specialized
home
enterof the Murray-Calloway County
"I DON'T know that there are tables were by Mrs. Odelle tainment. •
shops that made the stockings for the Follies girls. The stockings
Hospital. Her husband, James W.
-were presented to the Ziegfeld Club, which is celebrating its 35th craftsmen left who can turn out Vance, Mrs. Rubye Pool, Mrs. Jo
* * *
the
Personal]
Page, died November 23, 1969.
of
anniversary this year, by John I Gotlinger, president of the these kinds of stockings now," Leslie
said Gotlinger. "They go for Development committee.
ON YOUR
company.
Here's an idea to help bol- They had been married since
"What memories there are in these stockings." said Mrs. Mad- nylons now. And full-fashioned
1899.
ster
the
weak
dramatic
area
of
eline Janis Courter, president of the club, a charitable organiza- stockings are disappearing. The
the- -television -networim Ote-i Survivors are two daughters,
girls, young and old, go- for
tion which assists women in the
According to Gotlinger, his panty hose."
the agenda nf the American Mrs. Tommy Lavender and Mrs.
entertainment world past and
Shakpeare 'Festival Theater Thomas Bell of Murray; one
Also on hand for the presenpresent. Mrs. Courter tried on . company measured and handyear tation were these famous showin Stratford, Conn., this mini- sister, Miss Maude Cochran of
a pair of black stockings that made the stockings each
mer_is what„ may be a once-ili- Mayfield; one grandson, Jerry D.
had a white decorated insert for all the Follies' girls, from girls: Katherine Murray ShonROTH
the
tall
"showgirls"
to
the
dimIf you're burning up about
triger,-firiat vice resident of the
a-generation revival of Eugene Lavender, and one great grandthat ran from the instsp
intidive
"ponies".
The
"stocking
to FEDERAL
need
there's
no
taxes,
clock just below the knee.
club; Gliadys Feldman Braham,
Lavender,
both
of
Mark
AHD 'TATE $
play, son,
marathon
O'Neill's
iitd t• A be'
get all hot and bothered. H 8 R BLOCK
They don't make them that call" was as much a part of the past
H
Tiii SI*VICI
The final rites for William "Mourning Becomes Electra," Calvert City.
av - • more,"- said Mignon Follies scheduled as the orches- : Gerardi, Harriett Fow4r WaldH & R BLOCK con help seS Bal KNOW
simpisco
run, Doris Vinton, Nona Otero Bryant Payne will be held today considered by Many, to lie his
• _ 'ter. ancther former tra rehearsals.
R
put your problems on ice. TOart
SIM SUL
chorht
British loved it
rhe stockings I "The Follies were in vogue Friedman. Elisabeth Rae La- at two p.m. at the chapel of the finest work. Record a perWell prepare, check, and
sne was wearing a pair from 1907 to 1931," he added,. mont, Byrna Dean Maltby. Max Churchill Funeral Home. formance on tape, broadcast
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) guarantee your return for
"and we have no way to deter- . Marie Marceline McElroy, Lola
of flowered beige stockings.
in
probably
season,
it
next
Interment will be in the Rogers
David Lerni'a- "Ryan's Daughaccuracy. Your headaches PARENTS"
• • •
mine just when these stockings Andre Norton, Kitty Mack RolCemetery in Trigg County with' two parts on successive nights.
ter" received 10 British Film
will be over! So see
UP
niovoadmoc•
and. Janette Hackett Steel,
SOME 20 one-time Ziegfeld were made."
evre,7
COMIt's such a logical arid
,1cademy nominations, includBLOCK-you'll be glad we
Ziegfeld, who wanted his girls Ruth Girard Wear, Gertrude the arrangements by the Max paratively inexpensive thing to
girls modeled the stockings at
Churchill
Funeral
Home
where
ing best film, best director,
4
1111111/
the presentation ceremony in- expensively clad from head to I Scott Fitzgerald, Lillian Hazel
got together.
101
do. Which is why television
best actress, best supporting
cluding Donna McKechnie, star toe, insisted upon exotically dec- Stafford, Winnie Shaw O'Mal- friends may call_
GUARANTEE
won't
probably
of Broadway's "Company." and *rated stockings. Many of them lay, the famous "Lady in Red:"
We guarantee accurate preparation of every tax
actor and best supporting actPayne, a resident of 301
• *
If we make any errors thot cost you any penalty or
selected by members of the are encrusted with rhinestones, Helen Hallis Burstein and El- Chestnut Street, was 36 years of
ress.
we will pay thet penalty or interest.
Inter-St,
club as "Miss Ziegfeld of 1971." have lace inserts, appliqued , tenor Cody Gould.
the
he,.
will
McMahon
Ed
age. He was found dead in a car
and
ceremonies
of
master
off Old Highway 641 in the
special guest
vicinity of the former slaughter Anita Bryant the
airs the finals To direct "Brontes"
NBC
when
star
house for Shroat's Market on
AMERICA'S LARGEST TAX SERVICE WITH OVER 5000 OFFICES
HOLLY%001) (UPI) of the America's Junior Miss
Friday at 6:45 a.m.
Ala.,
Mobile,
from
Richard
Pageant
Fleischer,
who
diFrom The
Deputy Coronor James Shelton
National Hotel Bldg., Murray, Ky.
rected "Torii! Tore! Tora!",
5.
was called to the scene and said May
will direct 'The [Ironies,- a
***
Phone 753-9204
Payne had been dead since about
Singer Tony liennett's re- life- story of the famous written and eleven o'clock Thursday
NECESSARY
APPOINTMENT
NO
ing sisters.
night. An autopsy was performed cent concert with the 1,4milon
tReg. U.S. Pat. Off.)
the
in
By United Press International by Dr. David L. Barrett, Philhartmonic Orchestra
was filmed and
WISBECH, England-Motion pathologist for the Murray- British capital
broadeast as a video
picture theater owner Harry Calloway County Hospital of will be
ONE HOUR SERVICE
first in Britain, then
Brett after he leased the Friday morning, but the cause of special,
elseand
United States
cinema and decided to move to death had been determined as in the
yet, according to Shelton. Blood w here.
Australia:
"I'm fed up with seeing busts samples have been sent to the Jack Gayer
Kentucky State Police laboratory
and bottoms."
at Frankfort four further
SINGAPORE - Singapore analysis regarding the alcohol
Hospital Report
Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew and corbon monoxide content ,
March 18, 1971
describing the problems in the Shelton said.
March 22nd,23rd524th
battle to cut off the Ho Chi Sheriff Clyde Steele,County ADULTS 106
LAJ
REVOLUTION PLOT SMASHED-Alejandro Lopez MuMinh Trail in Laos:
Attorney Sid Easly, and the City NURSERY 7
rillo (left) flashes a V for victory sign inside his jail
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
"Sending them into Laos was Police are investigating the incell in Mexico City after the government announced it
asking more than the South ciciPit, but it is thought there was Baby Girl Rushing (Mrs. Joyce
had smashed a plot in which North Korean-trained
Vietnamese. army was ready to no foul play, according to reports. Jeanette Rushing), Rt. 1, Dover,
Mexican students were planning to overthrow the gov(Mrs.
give or able to give."
Survivors are his grand- Tenn., Baby Boy Murdock
ernment. At the right is guerrilla member Francisco
Sedalia.
1,
Rt.
Murdock),
Sandra
parents, Mr. and Mrs. 0. J.
Paredes Ruiz. who turned state's evidence. Twenty
DISMISSALS
FT. HENNING, Ga.-George Stewart of Cerulean Springs. one
Mexicans were arrested, 29 others were being sought.
W. Latimer, attorney for Lt. sister, Mrs. Lucille King, 301 Mrs. Mary Maloy Collins, 1304
Sycamore, Murray, Master
EACH
William 1.. Calley Jr. who is Chestnut Street, Murray.
Micheal Bryan Paschall, Rt. 4,
charged in the alleged My Lai
Murray, Miss Julie Ann KnifMassacres, awaiting the verdict
(Plain)
fen,Rt. 1, Benton, Udell Erwin,
of the court-martial jury:
STRIP SHOW FOES
Rt. 4, Murray, Master Mitchell
"I've got a kid over there
READING, England UPI)
- Faker Ray, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
sitting on a keg of dynamite.
Pub manager Maurice Cox said Laree McKinneey,,FLUMdurray,
No one knows how it can affect
On' HOUR
he couldn't understand why
Mrs. Hildred Green, Rt. 2, Hazel,
a man. It's like a person
customers had signed a petition Henry Jackson Morris, Rt. 7, Box
waiting to be hanged the next against his plan to
hold strip 257-A, Murray, Mrs. Rossie
morning: They
give
him shows in the bar when
they Tyler, Rt. 3,Murray, Mrs.
anything he wants to eat, but were,so enthusiastic
about it at Paulette Tipton and Baby Girl,
TN! MOST IN DRY CLEAPCM0
he just wants to get it over."
first. Then he noted 80 per cent
New Concord, Mrs. Bessie
of the signers were wives of his Herndon, 411 S. 9th, Murray,
regular customers.
SHY SWAN
George Long, Hardin, Mrs.
ONE HOUR SERVICE
RENO, Nev. UPI)--SEIGNannie York, Rt. 1, Benton.
FRIED THE SHY SWAN IS
KEEPING HIS LADY LOVE MOTHER-TO-BE
ISOLATION
LONELY
IN
MARYSVILLE, Calif
sgt.
THESE DAYS. Each time Lynne M. Cannon has become
Odette tries to settle on the Air Force's first approved
Manzanita hake at the Univer- mother-to-be.
sity of Nevada, he chases her
Mrs. Cannon, the wife Of S.
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